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Feature Classics lecture focuses on ancient Athens
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Bj CHTTRALEKHA ZUTSHI
Thomas R. Martin, the Jeremiah
W.O'CcjnnorProfcsscx in Classics at
the College of the Holy Cross, pre-sente- da
slide lecture entitled "Slaves,
Police, and Counterfeiting in Classi-
cal Athens," this Monday.
His visit was sponsored by the de-
partment of classical studies and me
office of the vice president for aca-
demic affairs.
Martin, who holds degrees from
Princeton and Harvard, has been in-
strumental in the creation of the Per-
seus Project, a computer-base- d tool
including texts, images, diagrams and
plans which is used widely for re-
search and instruction in Classical
Greek history. The program is in-
stalled at Andrews library.
Martin has held leaching posts at a
number of educational institutions,
including Harvard University and
Pomona College, as well as being a
fellow at the American School of
Classical Studies at Alhens.
He is also the recipient ofanumber
of awards and honors, which include
fdkwshrps from the American Nu-inisma- rjc
Society, the Center for Hel-
lenic Studies, the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities, and the
American Council of Learned Soci-
eties.
His fields ofspedalization areAthe--
Politics in Europe: changing times
By LIZ PUTERBAUGH
Ivan Grdefic, assistant professor of
political science at the University of
Zagreb in Croatia, spoke about politi-
cal and sociological transitions in cen-
tral and eastern Europe last night in
ScovelHalL '
A FuQxight scholar
at the University of in-- "We are
diana for the past 16 doors of
been conducting sab--
batical research in
American studies, lecturing at VS.
colleges, and working on a textbook
to take back to his students in Croatia.
His work and the subject of his lec-
ture, he said, focuses on the major
problems eastern and central Europe
are experiencing while "emerging
from authoritative regimes into de-
mocracy."
Political science professor Dijana
Pkstma, wriose East Europe in Tran-
sition class was m the audience, intro-
duced Grdefic as an mrxjvator in his
field. It's the first time this kind of
work is being done in that part of the
world," she said.
, Grdefk explained that,as Commu-
nist regimes fell in 1989,entral and .-- -
photo by VOICE PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF
Left to right: Thomas Falkner, Stanton Hales and Thomas Martin
participate in Monday's Classics lecture in Lean Lecture Room.
nian democracy and Greek coinage.
Addressing a packed room, Martin
began his tecurebysKm'ngthaV'crira
are deeply puzzling, deeply fascinat-
ing objects.' His lecture addressed
two puzzling things in Athenian de-
mocracy. '
.
'
The first question he put form was,
"whywasitthatitwasaslavewhohad
thepowertodecktewhetherthemoney
one carried in Classical Athens was
authentic or counterfeit?"
eastern European countries experi-
enced "a revolution wuhout theory."
The suddenness of thecollapse left no
time for planning of new political or
economic systems, he said. As a re-
sult,he said,general rtationalism,frag-mente- d
political parties and borrow--
ir
being hit by the swinging double
economic and transitional change.
Ivan
ing of Western ideas has ensued.
"There's a lot of taking.-prett-y much
mechanically, of laws and constitu-- ?.
tionalroviskxis," from ccKmtries like
Germany, Grdefic said
Grdefic addressed three broad ar-
eas of political and sociological con-fli- ct
in countries like Croatia, Bosnia,
Poland and the former Yugoslavia:
national identity. denxxyatrreuiort, and
the economic system and property
rights. He said mat while older states
like Poland, Hungary and Romania
have to redefine themselves through
democratization, younger states like
the Balkans have to define land bor-
ders and establish national emblems
.and ideas of citizenship as welL He,
The certifier of coins in Classical
Athens was a public slave. Accord-
ing to Martin, this slave did not have
an individual master, but was owned
ccrtkxu vely by thestate. "These slaves
were, Martin said, "acquired during
warorty th confiscation ofpeople's
personal slaves or bought in the inter-
national market."
. They were assigned various ad-
ministrative duties and hence had a
literacy rate higher than that of the
said there is "a strong urge to go back
to Europe," meaning the traditions of
Old Europe.
"Italso means joining theeconomic
forces ofEurope," Grdefic said. This
is at a time when most Western coun
tries are not willing to help economi--
cally, he added.
"We are being hit
by the swinging
double doors of
economic and tran-
sitionalGrdefic change."
Grdefic said that
for much of the people, the poor and
unskilled the revolutions "didn't
change much. They're still in the
position of the poor working class."
Politically, most countries use ma-
jority rule to satisfy"short-ter- m inter-
ests," ina way that usually ignores the
concerns of minorities, he said.
In response to a question from the
audience concerning theneed tocom-bin- e
multiethnic communities into
one national ethnic identity, Grdefic
said he saw a need to come up with
CCTretiflirinnfll rights to protect mi- -,
norities like Serbs in Croatia. Unfor-
tunately, he said, "You cannotbuild a
liberal democracy in a multinational
stated .":;".;.;.; y.t i:
Athenian citizenry. Supervision of
these slaves could be extremely loose,
and even though superficially the sta-
tus of the public slave could not be
better than that of the free citizen of
low status, these slaves were some-
times better off than the free citizens.
"The certifier of coins, a public
slave,"Martmsaid,Mexerrisedapower
over the property ofcitizens by virtue
of the task he performed." He made
the decision about whether a particu-
lar coin was authentic, counterfeit or
an imitation.
The certifier thus had to have very
special technical skills to ensure his
credibility among the citizenry. "Be-
cause his judgment ruled, there was
no practical way to determine mat the
decision of the certifier was correct."
According to Martin, "this diffi-
culty of reviewing the exercise of
power by the certifier went against a
fundamental principle of Athenian
democracy, which was that all deci-
sions ofofficials were subject to peri-
odic scrutiny." He added that "the
certifier's position was an anomaly."
Martin went on to explain this
anomaly by saying that since Athe-
nian democracy rejected any person
whose power could not be checked, it
gave such an un-Athen- ian power to a
.
non-Atheni-an, a slave. The legal lack
please see CLASSICS, page 2
Severance
renovation
planned
NEWSSERVICES
Robert Ebert, a member of the
CbUege'sBoardofTrustees, hasmade
a pledge of $2 million through the
Horatio B. Ebert Charitable Founda-
tion to renovate and expand the
College's Severance Gymnasium as
an art center.
Ebert's commitment, along with
other gifts and pledges, has brought
the art center project more than half-
way toward the $4 million needed for
the renovation and expansion.
The artcenter will house the depart-m- m
ofmand will indude studios for
drawing, painting, sculpture, print-
ing, ceramics photography and de-
sign. Thenswillalsobealectureroom
for 70 students, two seminar rooms,
offices for six faculty members, an art
gallery and storage areas for the
CWlege'f artcoUection. Twelvethou-san- d
square feet of gallery and clas-
ses' ;.j please see EBERT, page 2
.
--j
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News Briefs
NATIONAL
The House of Rrprexntativei approved the North American Free trade
Agreement (NAFTA) by a small majority Wednesday night The agreement
win gradually abolish Brills and other trade barrieri between iteUnitedStetes,
Mexico and Canada. - , ; !
President dinlon has proposed quadrupling theuuontigareoestoBaryfor
health-car- e reform. Tobacco unionmembers have said fl could Ipse as marry
as 81JD00 jobs if the increase passes. On the other side of the debate the
American Long Association said that the best way lo curb rigareae srrtoking
b to raise taxes on tobacco. ' "' -- '- " A
A court order was passetfln Cincinnati to block a voter-approv- ed charter
amendment that would have rrmoved homosexuals from protection under an
ariri-discriramat- ion law. An appeal to the ceder was denied. '-- ,
INTERNATIONAL- -
Muslim. Sorb and Croat leaden in Bosnia have signed a declaration lo avert
aTamaritariancatastror
fighting and lo open aid routes for almost three million people.
Political parties in South Africa endorsed a new constitution yesterday
morning that would supportmajority rule whik also setarmplace safeguards
for whites and other minorities. Black and wiukaden promised for all South
Africans freedom of speech, movement and political activity, and other
liberties that were fbrrnerfy reserved only for whites.
Negotiations are still underway between Israd and Palestine concerning an
Israeli puflout from occupied lands. An agreement was reached yesterday on
security arrangements for Jewish sealers on the Gaza strip, but the Palestine
I iteration Organizatioa is soU demanding that Israel free thousands of
Palestinian prisoners.
National and international news briefs compiled by ANDY DUKER
with mforniation from Wire Services and The New York Times.
Law debates end with
'affirmative action'
By CHXTBALEKHA ZUTSHI
The Limits of Affirmative Ac-
tion." the last in the series of philoso-ph- y
of law debates, look place Thurs-
day.
Commenting on the success of the
debates, Michael Cass, the instructor
of the philosophy of law course, said.
They have proved wonderful as a
leaching loot, especially with respect
lo student input before the actual de-
bate. Participants had lo read exten-
sively in case law and collaborate in
writing briefs as lawyers lo prepare
them in their role."
According lo him. even though
these debates were a part of the phi-
losophyoflaw course, theywere made
open to the public to stimulate interest
on various issues. Ho added that the
turnout was a little lower than for
what the students had hoped
In ananimated discussion, the mock
case of Ralph Wynn v. Newman Col-
lege was argued by the philosophy of
law students. Ralph Wynn, the appel-
lant, was contesting the hiring prac-
tice of Newman College on the
grounds that it violated his 14th
amendment rights, because the col-
lege had hired Aurora Sosa to its
philosophy department based solely
on her gender.
Computer CenterHours
Moo. Nov. 22
Toes. Nov. 23
Weds. Nov. 24
Tburs. Nov. 25
Pit Nov. 25
Sac Nov. 27
Sun. Nov. 28
Normal Hours
8 a--m. 5 pjn.
830 ajn. --4:30 pjn.
dosed
Closed
Closed
8 im.-l- l pjn.
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
The Financial Aid Office has received applications
for various outside scholarships.
These include one for residents of Ohio County, West
Virginia and one for Geology majors that reside in Ohio.
Stop in to see ifyou may be eligible for one ofthem.
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Classics
continued from front page - -
ofpower of the slave was counterbal-
anced by the power he had over citi-
zens property. The slave could be
prosecuted witJxwcriminalprcceed-irrg- s
if there was any dissatisfaction
with his performance. ; , :
Thus,Manmcorcludcd,"AthaTian
v democracy rejected tlw imstmentof
--poSwer A tittoeni over other citizens
wwben that pewer could not be subject
to checks and balances."
Moreover, since citizen officers in
Athenian democracy rotated on a
yearly basis in thejobs they held, only
a public slave couMserw as a perma-
nent certifier, wuh the knowledge re-
quired for such a job.
The second question Martin gave
was why Athenian democracy didn't
have a police force ofany kind, and at
the time that it did, why was it com-
posed of slaves and not citizens?
According to Martin, there was a
board ofcitizens composed ofeleven
members who were responsible for
arrests, executions and other such
What should! buy?
j ii f
'
I
--
-
'
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Damond Moodie 94 b faced with the difficult decision of
choosing Just the right piece ofJewelry at Wednesday's sale.
Do your friends and
parents complain
, about getting
througn to uon
the phone
SGA needs your help in trying to
solve this problem. White you arc
home during Thanksgiving break,
ask your parents and friends to
wrte a comment, complaint and
or suggestion on the phone
services here at Wooster. We
need documented evidence that
there ia a problem with campus
phones. PLEASE RESPOND.
Otherwise I wffl be an uphill
battle. We as SGA have faith in
the student body.
Send letters to the SGA
Box31 88, Oo Apri Eteea
.
criminal proceedings. Public slaves
were employed to perform these con-
frontational di itira.hyause they never
rotated in theirjobs. This allowed for
citizens to maintain an arms length
from those citizens who had been
condemned for crime.
. In Martin's view, the lack of a
police force in Athens could be
. plained by. examining the way Athe-
nian society had found of living at
peace with and justly with others. --
- "Athenian society expected a great
deal of self help from its members,""
said Martin. Athenians were expected
to venture out with companions, ei-
ther neighbors or friends. Athenian
democracy also expected friends and
neighbors to come to each other's aid
if they saw them threatened by physi-
cal violence.
Athenians as well as all Creeks
were expected by law to respond to a
person's call in distress. Athens tm-pos- ed
fines on bystanders in a crime,
and neighbors had to contribute lo
alleviating the loss ofa person's prop-
erty in a burglary, added Martin.
m tune XtWW Maf
i I i H il lUiaMi
(VX) &5-4-Si m. MUX
CLASSIFIED
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
Earn $50041000 weekly
stuffing envelopes.
For details RUSH SL00 with
SASEto:
CROUP FIVE
57 Creentree Dr.. Suite 307,
Dover. DE 19901.
Martin also pointed out the impor-
tant role played by Greek women in
preventing crime. The women who
spent most of their time at home kept
their eyes open for suspicious people
and raised a cry if they thought some-
one was up to no good.
Such a system, according to Mar-
tin, "didn't always prevent crime, but
Athens never dissolved into an orgy
of street violence either.
"By avoiding having citizens as
police, and sonieumes no police at all,
Athenians were making a choice of
.
not allowing citizens to have power
over others which were not subject to
control," he said. This is analogous to
the employment ofa public slave as a
certifier ofcoins, he added.
In conclusion to his lecture Martin
called upon the audience to consider
this principle ofAthenian democracy.
He recognized that it could not lead to
the same practical solutions as arrived
at by theAthenians, but the"Athenian
dedication to the principle of how to
live justly with others is worthy ofour
contemplation.''
Ebert
continued from front page
room space win be constructed.
This magTrifkynt gift from Robert
Ebert and generous contributions of
"many others will allow us to create a
facility fee one of the College's most
popular departments." President
Henry Copeiand said.
Robert Ebert is a member of the
College's Board of Trustees and was
an executive with Rubbermaid Incor-
porated from 1954 to 1968. He also
served as chairman ofAim Packaging
and the Kemm Group-Mexic- o.
The Severance Gymnasium was
built in 1911 and constructed in the
collegiate gothic style. After more
than 60 years as the College's physi-
cal educationbuilding. Severance was
transformed into a home for studio an
in 1973 when the College opened its
Armington Physical Education Cen-
ter. All but the Office of Publication
will be moved at the time of the
UPTOWNDOWNTOWN
THRIFT BOUTIQUE v
ft TT TTtStt
250 W. North, Wooster.
262-973- 5
Designer Labels
(Polo. J. Crew, The Gap, etc.)
--Quality Jewelry
--Natural Fabrics
A different type ofplace.
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Wooster Insight
Mens sana in copore sano
In some ways Wooster is a very athletic campus, with nearly three quarters
ofstudents invotved in organized arhletk events. For the many without either
the skill, time or inclinatkm farvarsity ms, there u
sports. Thisurjcxiosayitissimpfyasun
because in some ways, it is as challenging as the real thing. The competition
at times can be formidable, with fierce rivalries developing. Some players
have even suffered serious injuries.
But still, the LM organizers make an extra effort to see that the focus
rernairtsonhavingagoodtime. Varsity players are nrtrjeniuaed toparticipate
in the intramural version of their sport Usually the competion, if not casual,
is friendly, balso facilitates bonding and group spirit amemg those groups that
participate together on teams. It provides a healthy diversion from the
nradrmicenvgonrnent and relief Iron the stress that tisoalryactom
In this it helps fulfill the rlareiral ideal that exercising one's mind and body
are not two separate pursuits but instead should complement one another.
Let the debates.continue
Last evening was the last ofa series ofdebates sponsored by the philosophy
dcpiutiijeuttocccTptaneria These were important
in that they provided a medium for discussion of cunrmcontentous issues
both of campus and national concern. This series is over, but there remains
a need to debate controversial topics on this carrrpus triat has becorne increas-
ingly reticenL Perhaps the law dedates can serve as a model for those who
.would wish lo revive the noble art ofdebate. An independent group that would
encourage the participation of more man one class, as well as people of all
perspectives, could utilize the Lowry Pit. Not only is this a natural place, as
students on the way to meals are always willing to stop and listen, but it will
.
also capitalize on another meaning of "Union" a place or organization 1
dedicated to debate. If we can increase the profile and significance of debate
on'this campus, we allow opportunities to learn public speaking and rhetoric
and help create an environment where views can be expressed openly on
important controversies. ... . .
.
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As director of the library, I agree
completely with the editorial concern
expressed by the Voice in regard to the
limitation of Andrews Library's re--.
.sources for i both.' Iopenden,tudy
".
.
andother iMsiis. reiearclCTre are
solutions on the technological hori-
zon, not the ones proposedby tbcVoice,
which I believe are not practical.
National Studies have shown that a
relatively largepercentage ofsearches
for books and articles in libraries are
unsuccessful, even in very big univer-
sity libraries. There are many possible
reasons: the materials are not owned
by the library, are already checked
out, are lost, are at the bindery, are
waiting to be reshelved, and so on.
Even though no information special-
ist should be satisfied with low suc-
cess rates, librarians have been able
only to shrug and say they were sorry.
There are, however, two important
developments on the horizon thatmay
affect at least some Wooster students
before they graduate. The first is
OhioLINK, a statewide system of li-
braries that will include all the state
universities. Case Western Reserve,
Dayton, the Ohio State Library, and
the community colleges by 1995. .
Wooster, Oberiin, Denison, and some
other private colleges will probably
become members after 1995. All the
libraries will share an Innovative In-
terfaces electronic catalog (like ours).
and anyone at any of the libraries will
be able to borrow books or get photo-
copies of articles from any other li-
brary just by placing a request at any
catalog terminal, without having to
fill out an interlibrary loan request
form. The materials will be delivered
electronically or by a private messen-
ger service to be picked up within 3
working days ofwhen the orders were
placed, rather than the 2-- 3 week wait-
ing period for interlibrary loans today.
out
1
"rtl''rn fr 'V p
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Letters
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, Thesecondimportantdeveiopment
is digitized text that is becoming in- -,
creasingly available overnational and
international computer networks. This !
irtfosTriafoB is awilbfayajletp.'
anyone with electronic access to these
networks, but as these electronic
sources proliferate-- , locating and ac-
cessing a particular document or file,
or even confirming that it exists, may
make a library search of today look
easy by comparison.
It is not practical, however, for the
College to buy multiple copies of
books that are in high demand, as The
Voice suggests, because.as I.S. topics
change and other paper topics come
and go, the books that are in high
demand now may not be checked out
at all the following semester or year.
Also, every dollar spent to acquire a
second copy is not there to spend on
buying something we don't own al-
ready, such as more books on Asia.
Until we're part of OhioLINK and
until more texts are available elec-
tronically, the best we can do is to
recall materials that are checked out
or to use traditional interlibrary loan.
We're trying to make both of these
services as speedy as possible.
DAMON D.HICKEY
Director of the Library
I yi lx i l .1
Money, technology will improve library
In the November 12 editorial
"Where are the books?" is the para-gK"Rinherrn- cire
are
terribly ursdeirerjresented in the library.
.
ForiVistance, it is virtually impossible
to find more than a few books on
South Asian politics and society,"
. The library is fortunate this year to
have received ah endowment from
Mr. and Mrs. Willard A.Hanna,which
will provide the library with approxi-
mately S20.00O-S30.0O- 0 per year for
materials on Asia. This will give
approximately $5,00O-$15,0O- O over
what we normally spend on Asian
materials.
Professors David Gedalecia, Ish war
Harris, John Hondros, David
McConnell and Iare working together
to identify appropriate titles (includ-
ing periodicals, books, and videos) to
add to the library's collection. The .
money from the fund will help us
build a better collection of materials
for all of Asia, including South Asia.
The donor of this endowment,
Willard A. Hanna, graduated from the
College ofWoosterin 1932. Hepassed
away in early October of this year.
MARGO WARNER CURL
Technical Services Librarian
Footnotes
TbtiFaludi
A Viewpoints editorial has been
featured recently in a women's stud-
ies class. "I am victim, hear me
whine" by editorial writer Matt Sea-
man was used as an example of what
has been termed by feminist authors
as a "backlash" against the gains of
feminism. Seaman was also given the
opportunity to defend his diesis be-
fore the class. From one who helps
bring these opinion pages to you, it is
gratifying to note that sometimes ideas
still do matter.
-
- Viewpoints Editor
PtSe 4
SpeakYour Mind
Doyou think drinking is aproblem on this campus?
94 KATE STEWART "97
Dririingisa problem locertain people Na I have not encountered drinking
on campus aad people emphasize ts a problem. Peopie go out and have
thote peoplewit problem. But there
are a lot ofpeople wihout problems.
This year's election could have been a great
political ftnung point Jar the Republican party.
After (heir irrarnbera nominee lost the 1992
prrsidrrflial clrcrion wch (he wont voting per-cwaj- gff
of a sitting president in the modern era,
1993 showed the poetibfliry mat the Republican
party wis not dead.
With a Republican
MATTFRANXXL sweep of the three ma---
- -
-
- jar 1993 election in
Virginia. New York
and New Jersey , many pundits saw a rebirth of
the party. Although twoof (hose races werewon
only by a few thousand votes, many saw these
vktrrifi as the same type of potential mandate
that the Democraa gamed when HarrisWolford
beatRepubucan favorite Richard Thomberg for
a Pennsytvaman Senate seat one year before the
1992 presidential election,
la 1991. Republicans failed to realize their
vulixrabili when InxxrKWoiibnJ beat Re-
publican Thornberg. Atone point in the cam-
paign Thomberg was op by at leas 30 percent-
age points, yet. by election day Wolfbrd elimi-nat- nd
this gap and won an npactvictory. Repub-Sca- ns
dismissed this loss as a fluke, but a year
later George Bush lost the presidential election.
Ato the 1993 RTAjbIicsnvicries,ccrtver-sabon- s
of a Republican rebirth ended abruptly
when Ed RoDins, Republican campaign
ager tar the victorious Christine Todd Whitman
in the gubernatorial race in New Jersey, will-
ingly admitted that the Whitman campaign
bribed African-Americ- an religious leaders over
$500JXO lo symie the African-Americ- an vote.
Such an occurrence has made any notion of the
rebirth of the Republican party moot, and has
shown that there are many ethical problems
wtihin the Republican party.
It is common knowledge that all campaigns
allocate funds for something that is known as
"streetmoney," which based to getoutthe vote
on election dry. Rides to the poDs or bst-min-ue
1jframe drops are legal ways of nsing cam-
paign funds lo get the electorate to vote for a
candidate. Although somecharge that this tactic
a immoral because the candidate sponsors this
voter wutaLhco the infUyrrial day of voting,
the fact frrruunsfhat the votermakes the rational
decision of whom to vote for once in the voting
booth. The problem with the RoCins charge is
fun. Bat I don't think k is excessive.
TheIWoosteii Voice Viewpoints
LAURA TEMPLETON 95
I think it's a problem in the extent that
people aren't responsible. But if you
are responsible and don't drive or do
stupid smff. it's fine.
The 'big tent': mvite only
that this money was instead used lo discourage
a certain electorate not to vcea!L Tradition-
ally .African-America- ns laid to vectorDenx
not lovote. In the 1993 New Jersey
election, almost 30,000 less African-America- ns
voted compared to the last New Jersey
pibfnwnfll fIff twry
Even if these allegations are proven false.it
is a disgrace for the Republican party to think
that Azicar American leaders would except
bribes. With many urban leaden conungfrora
African-ArrKric- an churches, RoCins has dis-
carded the integrity of many who have helped
to make improvements in society. Even more
so, to contend that African-America- ns vote as
a block is generalizing and borderline racist
Imagine stating that all Wooster students will
vote for candidateXbecanse they are from The
CoDege of Wooster. The fact of themaneris
that as Americans, wuh the fundamental right
to vote, we vote as individuals.
If these allegations are true, the Republicans
have again showed that they are only the party
of fhe elite, with no moral and ethical concerns
for minority members of our country. Most
importaraJy,RepubIicans have shown that they
will do whatever it takes to win an election,
even suppressing voters and their beliefs. This
is wrong: the choice to vote is a right that all
Americans have gained, for which many have
died. In not respecting this right, the Repubii-ca- n
party has shown that they repiesentagroup
that only looks after their own interests.
In 1 988, George Bush's campaign manager,
Lee Atwaier, proclaimed that the Republican
party represented a Tig tent," where many
different kinds of Republican philosophies
were welcome. Although this positive wel-
come was presented by the man who made
Willie Honon a household name, it was a
valiant attempt to show America that Republi-
cans could stand with many different groups.
Five years later, the escapades of RoCins and
the Whinnan campaign have proved that the
Republican party Tig lent" is invite only.
Yes, the 1993 election is over. While Re-
publicans will contend they are the victors
because they won three major elections, the
losers are obvious, the American people.
Man Frankd is an editorial writer
for the Woke.
Response compiled by NAT MBSILDINE
Photos by CHERYL BECKER
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SAMHAHN JAMES SHEPARO '94
Iwouldn'tknowbecauseldoo'i drink.
MARIANNE VLSSER '95
No, I don't think drinking on campus
Usually the parties I attend I don't see is a problem.
as big of a problem on this campus
as on others.
November 19, 1993
Clinton's days are numbered
The 1993 election has a message the Clinton
administration cannot ignore. Although this
year's election did not include major national or
state positions, three imponant elections were
decided that clearly indi--
CHRIS BROWN c Democratic
Party will experience
problems in the national
elections in 1994. The nation is showing a desire
to bring new leadership into the to? and federal
government and eject incurnbents. TTtrowoot
tttf nwcahf" run bftrrrf thf priV"'tnrtf tfrmf
m American politics.
What does this mean for BiH Clinton and the
Democratic Party, which dominate a majority of
federal and state positions? Earlier this year, in
Texas, the Senate itat was won by a Republican.
Kay BaHy Hutchinson. In New Jersey, Demo-
cratic Governor Jim Fiona, ahead in the polls on
election day. was defeated by Republican Chris-
tine Tcdd Whitman. Mayor David Dinkins of
New York City, after four years of turbulent
leadership, was defeated by Rudolph W.Gkdiani.
arcfJier Republican. This is partiauariy surpris-
ing since New York Gry is a major Democratic
enclave. In many of these individual races, the
DernocrarJc candidates were heavily supported
by the Clinton administration, and the platforms
resembled goals of the present admirustration
such as national health care, NAFTA and the
deficit reduction package. The election results
were disastrous for the Democratic Party and
thus question how strongly the couritry supports
the present adrninistration's goals.
A major theme in the 1 993 election results was
to change the present political leadership wiih
new leadership. As in the 1992 presidential
election, voters are not happy with the perfor-nianccesblishexiircumbertrx)litician- s.The
voters are indicating that they want fresh blood in
fcadei ship positions. These elections should be
taken very seriously by the Clinton adrrunistra-tio- n
because candidates that they supported were
not elected; this clearly indicates that the country
is not ready for the change that BiH Clinton wants
and that his political base is very weak, as can be
seen by Clinton's reliance on Republicans in the
NAFTA.
President Clinton's idea of change, as per-
ceived by many, is to change the fundamental
base of society, adding national health care and
higher taxes, drastic military cuts, and govern-
ment restructuring. The only change that the
country wants is new political leadership, re-
gardless of political orientation, to improve
their individual faith in state and federal gov-
ernment. This theme could be dangerous for the
Democrats since most incurnbents in 1994 are
Democrats, including a greater than usual num-b-er
ofsenators, where they have only a ten-se- at
margin. With the present political feeling in the
country , the Republicans have a good chance of
gaining political control of this chamber for the
first time since 1986. Analysis of midterm
Congressional elections indicates that Republi-
cans will have a high probability of success
because the party that controls the White Houx
loses seats in Congress during the midterm
elections.
BiH Clinton is attempting to change the
United States in a manner that fits with his
political ideology. However, Clinton hasn't
realized he was not elected by a clear mandate.
In many states, like Ohio, Clinton barely won
the electoral votes needed to carry the state, and
his popular vote margin of victory there was a
relatively slim 50,000 votes. This shows mat
much of the electorate was uneasy ordownright
opposed to Clinton and does not share his
political idralt An evaluation ofthepresident's
first 100 days showed that he had the lowest
approval rating of any modern president, at 36
percent. IXring mis past summer Clinton expe-
rienced the effects of his low popularity and
support when the U. S. Congress only grudg
ingly passed his deficit reduction package.
Clinton came very close to not pulling his party
together against the Republican coalition, and
many Democrats did not support the president
on the bin. After ten months in office, he has
shown himself to be an ineffective leader who
barely has control of his own party.
The United States is presently experiencing a
period ofuncertainty and economic turmoil that
mares the future, for many, quite hazy. Clinton
and the Democrats must realize their current
weakness at this crucial time and learn from the
examples of their defeated brethren in Virginia,
New Jersey and New York. Otherwise they
may very well may face a similarly disastrous
political future.
Chris Brown is an ediuxial writer
.. or tAe Voice.
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When the StairMaster beckons...
By AMANDA JUNKIN
ZACHVEZLLEUX
Exercise bas invaded thedomain of
even die couch potato. You can no
longer flick on the TV without seeing
some over zealous workout instructor
leading perfect bodies in
choreographed unison. Suddenly you
feel guilty stuffing yourselfwimpotato
chip after potato chip. Staying in
shape has become a national
obsession.
And the obsession has hit Wooster,
too. - -
There are aU kinds ofways to work
out Some people take advantage of
the College's facilities. You can
almost always find people at the
Armington Physical Education
Center. The weight room, the gyms,
the pool, and other areas are popular
places to go for a link bit ofexercise.
Some dorms also have small exercise
rooms. The Kenarden exercise room,
for example, is popular among its
residents.
Some students play on either
organized sports teams or play
intramural sports Gar exercise. Other
students enjoy the freedom that an
individual workout provides; they
might go jogging or biking.
Exercise isme training ofthebody
to improve its function and enhance
If interestMns to
By DIANE BURTCH
At college, away from parents,
students have greater freedom to live
their own lives and do what they want
toda One such freedom is our ability
to mteraawim personsoftheopposite
sex. Our parents aren't here to monitor
who entersourrooms andwhodoesn't
exit ontQ the next morning. With this
freedom comes gna responsibility.
When our parents were our age,
disobeying church rules and getting
pregnant were probably their biggest
fears. Now we have to be concerned
not only with bringing a new life into
existence, but also with ending lives.
We are entering our sexually active
period with a real fear of a deadly
disease: AIDS. Just how do these
factors influence college students'
sexual practices, and what services
are there for students making the
decision to become sexually active?
To see how students felt about sex,
the Voice sent out a survey, asking
whether or not people were sexually
active, and what there reasons were
for their "status." The Voice also
asked what factors influence their
sexual practices, arlhew theyprotect
themselves. In the survey, religious
beliefs.fean ofurease andpregnancy
were found to influence students'
sexual practices.
According to the survey, some
students feel that sex before marriage
its fitness," according to the
MkropaediaBritannica. "People who
are physically fit are better able to
carry out ordinary activities without
fatigue or exhaustion and to resist
disease, infection and undue physical
deterioration."'
Physical exertion is also good for
your heart "Several epidemiological
studies have shown that increased
levels of physical activity are
correlated with lowered risk of
coronary heart disease.'
Some forms of exercise are better
than others. According to the
Mkropaedia Britannica, "Improved
cardiovascular and respiratory
function can be achieved through a
program of aerobic (oxygen-requirin- g)
exercises, t In addition to
aerobic conditioning a balanced
program should include exercises that
buQdmuscular strength and those that
increase flexibility.''
Aerobics is one popular way to get
exerciser Caitlm Dill, '96, andHeather
Lambert 96 are aerobics instructors
this year. The two offer low-impa- ct,
hikvimpact and crunch or floorwork
classes.
Aerobics is an effective way to
exercise because it works many
different areas of the body. "You are
working all of your body," she said.
"What you don! toduring aerobics.
or engagement is not right Some
women fear that they may receive a
negative image of being
"promiscuous' if they engage in sex
too often, too early or with too many
partners. One man who is notsexually
active said that shyness is one of his
problems.
Comfortable with sex?
An article entitled "Collegians
Drink to Loosen up Sexually,"
appearing in USA Today on Nov. 8,
1993, reported that many college
students are not comfortable with
"recreational or casual" sex. At
Duke University, it estimated, about
40 percentofmale and female students
use alcohol and drugs to make
themselves more comfortable and
morewiHing. Thesesubstancesactto
niake them less shyand notasreluctant
to engage in sexual acts.
In addition, the article reported that
somestudents change their minds once
they begin to make love; this figure
ranges between 30 percent and 85
percent fcrwomen,andfrom5rjercent
to20percentformen. This shows that
not all students are as comfortable
with having sex as they may appear .
The biggest concerns, that nearly
every returned survey on this campus
mentioned, were disease and
pregnancy. To protect themselves,
some students use both condoms and
thepifl. Others use only one type of
you will do during the floorwork."
Dill feels thatexercise is anessential
part of good health. She encourages
everyone to partake in some form of
physical activity,. "I feel a lot better
when I exercise," she said. "It's a
stress-reliev- en It's something you
feel good about because it's good for
your body ------
:-'.-;'
What motivates peopl&to'take up
physical activity? To find out, we
went to the PEC's weight room and
asked random people why they were
there. Mark Hoven 95, was on a
StairMaster at the time. He said he
works out every day, partly because
his tennis coach encourages it "It's
not the funnest thing in the world. If
you want to stay in shape I guess
you've got to do it"
Regan Turner 96, said she works
out to stay mshape,and soshe"doesn't
feel fat" She was on the exercise
bike, which she said she uses because
she can't run due to knee surgery.
Mark Webb 94, said he works out
four days a week, lifting weights, for
several reasons. To stay in shape
feel better about myself reduce
stress and take LS. tension out on
the weights." He said you have to
work out at least three days every
week in order to feel muscle growut.
Severalof the students in the weight,
"room were also on the baseball team.
passion:
protection.
According to Nancy Anderson,
head nurse and administrative
4 coordinator of student health services
in Hygeia, and also chair of the AIDS
education committee at the College,
the AIDS epidemic has caused some
students tobecome moreresponsible;
manyarc gettingHIV tested. Students
completing the survey said they and
their partners are being tested for
diseases. Some feel morecomfortable
if they know that their partner has not
had many partners.
Monogamy not necessarily safety
"Dangers of Monogamy," written
by Phyliida Brown as part ofthe article
"Sex, AIDS and Mathematics"
appeared in New Scientist, Sept 12,
1992. It pointed out that monogamy
does not always mean safety. A study
ofhomosexual men in England found
that fewer partners does not
necessarily mean less risk. People
with many partners tended to have
safer forms of sex, such as non-penetrati- ve.
Men with more partners
werealso more likely to use condoms.
This phenomena is also seen in
heterosexual relationships. When the
couple is restricting itself to having
sex only with each other, they may
protect themselves against pregnancy
by only using the pill
Heidi Sands, licensed practical .
nurse and clinic manager at Planned
ft
f ' - v. .
(f 1
photo by BRITTANY BULLARO
Sorry, sliding the mouse across its pad doesn't count In order to
actually get exercise, you might try following Melia Arnold's example,
and bit the weight room every now and then. '
Tim Lake '96 and Barry Oaddock do itevenifhe didn't BobComa94,
,94, said their coach required them to added that lifting weights is "almost
workoutbutthatthey wouldprobabry
sex liafoits at COW
' Parenthood in Wooster.said thatwhen
they do this they do not necessarily
have themselves tested for disease.
These couples may be deluding
themselves into thinking that just
because they are monogamous they
are safe; they are not considering that
one ofthem may have become infected
in a previous relationship. -- -
Services at the College
Hygeia recognizes that students are
having sex and works to provide
students with the services and
information they need. .Anderson,
who has given many talks on sexuality,
said that Hygeia provides several sex-relat- ed
services, including testing for
STDs, counseling, information on
where toget confidential HIV testing,
a gynecological physician once a
week, condoms (at lower prices than
those in the drugstore) and oral
contraceptives.
In case ofa condom breaking, there
is a "morning after pill," which
Anderson stressed is not meant to be
usedas aprimary form ofbirth control,
but only in extraordinary
circumstances.
Another place college students can
go for protective options and
inexpensive exams is Planned
Parenthood. There, women can
receive examinations by nurses at a
fraction of the cost ofa gynecologist
Sands said students can obtain birth
A
like a sport in itself.
' control pills and receive shots, as well
as free condoms. She also said that a
female condom will be available after
the first ofJanuary. Sands said she is
not sure how popular it is going to be,
as "they seem awfully cumbersome."
Sands said she sees the rise in the
concern about contracting diseases
but is not sure ifusage of condoms is
enough to reflect this concern.
Students seem to enter into
monogamous relationships and then
focus more on the birth control, she
said, but focus on disease is greater
.
than it has been in the past She
encouraged students tocontinueusing
condoms for disease control in
addition to birth control.
Has AIDS really changed sexual
behavior? Are the surveys returned
from a minority of the student body
that is concerned and careful?
Anthropology professor Sheryl
Horowitz said that in her First-Ye- ar
Seminarclass, students say they know .
everything there is to know about
AIDS and are not going to have unsafe
sex, but she wonders if that will be the
case when they are in an actual
situation.
Horowitz, along with Sands and
Anderson, is concerned that students
are not being careful enough. The
fearof AIDS is in the back of peoples
minds, and they know all of the facts
and statistics, but the fears andconcern
are not always reflected in practices.
V
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Getting the most for your money
Bj ROSIN OSWALD
Here at Wooster. marry students
are on some form or another of
flnyryti , r?c ue the fnghirniPg
S20JOOO annual price tag (Lapped
on a Wooster education, many
students pay significantly less. The
wide variety of students here is due
in part to the abundance of
scholarships, (rants and loans
GfieredbytheG3fcge,onecfwhica
is theHansJenrry Scholarship Fund.
Hans Jenny left a $26,000
endowment to the CoCege in 1981
wish instructions for students to
invest this money in what would
hopefally become a (rowing
achcianhipfund. It has. In fact, the
retarns for the stocks picked
exclusively by students have often
been greater than those ptctord by
many proffittiflnal fund manageis.
Registration secrets revealed
By ANDY DUKES
Registration fonhe sccondsemesssr
will take place tomorrow,in the muM-purpo-ee
room ofAnnkgton Physical
Education Center. Students'
scheduled arrival times are pi iutedon
their inaoYk5uregjsx?ncarT printed
aid in the leparatieft. frocft4hcccic'vfcst- - 'jroa recri, and
.an- - -- v m - 1following is a Est of suggestions
gwaAoedfonlheofTitTof the registrar
and Dean of Faculty Susan Figge's
memorandum
Have your registration card signed
and filled out S tudents wirh unsigned
or blank cards will not be aQbwed to
enter the registration room.
Be on time late students risk
losing the courses they wane
Don't sign up for overloads on
Saturday. An overload b more than4
38 credits wah no LS or more than
4 14 credits with IS. Overload
permission forms will be available
during the first two weeks of the
semester in Figge's office.
Syracuse University
Division of lateraatioaal Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13244-417- 0
1-S0O-2-
J5-J472
Applications for
7
Today it is worth about S220&XX
The successof the fund hasanracted
aoenaoninrecentyears. AsJ.Steriing
Davis m. a 1987 Wcoster graduate
and a two-ye-ar member of the fund
board, stated in a June 1987 issue of
living North, "It's very rare for a
college, particularly such a small one
as Wooster, to have such a successful
venture that's operated solely by .
students."
The students on the fund board not
only learn how to invest, but they also
become accustomed to dealing with
funds ofall sizes. In an article entitled
"Managing in College" in the
Montgomery Comity Record (1987),
Susan Fesz. a former business
economics major and vice president
of the fund, suggested tips forstudents
attempting to manage their own
money. She generally advised that
students take the "wait and see"
Don't give up if a coarse is closed
out. If thedepartment sees thedemand
tor a course is large enough, with
clearance from the Vice President of
AcademicAfians.hcanopen another
section that day or at a later date, and
students could transfer into the course.
tbea aotifr the registrar's peracrmel if
mere are any discrepancies. .The new
' computer syslera has greatly reduced
, the number jof registration errors, but ,
sometimes there are still human errors,
so it's best to check the list.
Donl try to process more than one
card at a time. It isnot permissible for
students to allow a friend to take their
cards through the arena for them
without the permission of the
registrar's office. If this situation
applies to you, check with the
registrar's office immediately.
Not really a suggestion, but here is
the "random" time slot explained:
There are eight time blocks set aside
SYRACUSE .ABRO
Something to write home about!
Programs in Africa, Australia. Belgium. Czech Republic, England.
France, Germany, Hungary, Israel. Italy, Poland, and Spain
Prior foreign language not always necessary
SU credit
Field tripstraveling seminars
Internships
Study for a semester, a year, or a summer
Home or limited apartment placements
the Spring 1994 Semester are still
7 -
approach to shopping and keep up-to-d- ate
records of all financial
transactions.
Currently, Professor John Cook,
substituting forProfessorJohn Sells
whobonleavedvisesthestudents.
Despite his assumed clout, be has
no more than one vote toward the
final decisions. Ahhough there are
only 25 to 30 members on the fund
board, membership is open to
anycoeegarcTess of theirpotential
major or career goaL The students
do not get to deckle where the money
ends op going; the scholarships are
awarded by the office of financial
aid.
The Hans Jenny Scholarship
Fund not only provides financial
support to deserving students, but it
is also an invaluable experience to
those students entrusted with
managing over $220,000.
for each class. When registering for
the first time, students names are
tumbled in the computer and placed
into one of the blocks. Each of the
eight registrations (on average) that
. students take place m, their name is
placed in a different block.' In other
words, yotrjqn't have tbejastme
fIot more tjCrccthcihat
matter. 'STTbe registrar's office would also
' like call jo sadents'Qenacn the
-- efforts of the other departments in
registration. The faculty serve coffee
and donuts to the workers. Academic
Computing Services helps out with
the computers, and the trucking
personnel are responsible for
transporting the computers to the
Physical Education Center. "What's
remarkable is the continued
cooperation we get from the other
offices," said Sylvia Locke tt,
SecretaryReceptionist for the
Registrar's office. "It's really quite a
collective effort." t
t
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being accepted.
Ujamaa promotes
Afro-centri-c view
By AARON SKRYPSKI
As a community, the College
represents many varying viewpoints.
These views range from the
conventional to the decidedly non-tradition- al.
But perhaps one of the
most overlooked vantages is the Afro-centr- ic
one.
This neglect of the Afro-centr- ic
viewpoint is the reason behind the
creation of Ujamaa. Ujamaa is a
campus--wide organNation promoting
the African and African-Americ- an
point of view. Ujamaa also acts as a
resource center for information on
African issues.
Phesheya Nxumalo 95. contact
person for Ujamaa, said, "For every
issue raised on campus there always
b an Afro-centr- ic pomt ofview." The
members ofUjamaa strive to express
arid publicize that vantage point
Nxumalo said that Ujamaa means
"cooperative economics" in SwahHi.
It comes from the title ofan economic
piogiauthatthepresidfrrtofTanzania
implemented, in which he
consolidated villages intocoIlectiYes.
This consolidation gave the citizens
of his country a common goal of
economic prosperity.
;-- The men&erioOJprnaa chose thia
fSJtSC-SS-p
c9p!Hh?yeM
Africaa-American- i; must', share.?
Nxumalo also said he feels Ujamaa
serves to bring African and African--
American students closer together.
Ujamaa works in conjunction with
theBlackS tudents Association (BSA).
In fact, the presidentof the BSA, Alan
Guantai 95, is also a member of
Ujamaa.
' Ujamaa has organized several
events to promote Africanism.
Nxumalo said thatUjamaa isplanning
to bold open houses, with either
speakers or videos. An open
discussion period isplarmedaficreach
open bouse. Ujamaa also will be
participating in Kwanza, a seven-da-y
celebration of African heritage
beginning on Dec 6. Each member
organization of the BSA will be given
a certain day during which they may
conduct their individual symposia.
Currently Ujamaa is writing letters
to the admissions office to encourage
the admission of more African
studertts. Nxumalo said that a campus
is supposed to be diverse, and he feels
that there is too low a number of
African students on campus. He said
that more correspondence and
recruitment of African students is
needed, and that Ujamaa is writing up
lists of African schools from which
the College should recruit.
Ujamaa also has its own program
; house. Students in Ujamaa may opt to
Hcwse, Nxumalo said
Hbu. will be accepting
explications rcsidoice in the spring,
although living there is not a
- requirement for membership.
SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS
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IT'S TIME TO APPLY r
' " FOR A' " --
RESIDENT ASSISTANT
. . 'POSITION FOR THE
1994 - 95 ACADEMIC. YEARi; :- -
, Applications Available:
.frbrfiUpvembcrl to
: December IP
at the Offfee ofttesidpnticl Life
located in Babcock Hell. t0
Applications Due: ...by 5:00 p.m.
Friday, December 17, 1993;.
to the Residential Life Office.
(If you plan to study away this spring,
applications are due November 26.)
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MgMng Scots retare to the lhardlwoodi M
search of another NCAC champioimsMp
By MKE HOUSEHOLDER
In ibe 93-ye- ar history of Fighting
Scot brekrrtwn. Woosrr has woo
1J0O7 games, third most in NCAA
Division in history. The 1993-9- 4
season should be indifferent, consid-
ering ihe Scots icon four starters md
eight koerwioncrs from last year's
Kara which wax 21-- 7. IT 1992-19- 93
Scots also won the North Coast
tide sod made its third con-
secutive trip to ihe NCAA Division
niloornamn. This year's tarn has
been picked to finiA accord in Ihe
NCAC aod 122i ki the nation.
Athocgh the Scots hare lost only
one staner front last year's learn, thac
ixmxx was one of Ac moat ootstand-sa-g
hnirtraH players lo ever don a
yoosasr Brnfnrv Bnart Buchanan
93 won feNCACFlayercfshe Year
award last year, the only Scot ever k
do so, and was arpabry ihe finest
orinvyT wcesser ever ran.
"Brian wssan outstanding shooter."
said Wooster Head Coach Steve
Moore. "He hit many charh shots.
Moat ofaS. Brian was a great one-on-o- ne
defender.
The lea of Buchanan is not (he
only obstacle standing in ihe way of
another NCAC tide. Conference nV
vals Wittenberg. Ohio Wesleyan and
Kenyon return all five suiters.
Wioenberx won ihe NCAC regular
season tide last season, OWU fin-
ished in 4di wtih a 10--6 conference
mark, while Kenyon each faced
Weesser in fie finaisofiastXctruary's
NCAC tide
la addidca to the NCAC consped-tio- n.
the Scots hoe to deal widi a
includes away contests wiih Scncton
and Carnegie-Mello- n. Wooster also
plays defending Division 13 National
Champion Ohio Northern and Divi-sio-n
II Ashland at home this season.
"The schedule w21 be a big dial
's
)J.
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DoagCSae'95.
lenge, but our team Bee's to take
things one thing at a time, and right
now all we're thinking about is
WOmirglon," said Moore.
Ahhough the Scots have many ob-
stacles in their aflrmpt at an NCAC
fepear, tbey return eiht solid players
as wefl as some talented nevcrxnen.
Among theeight tenerwinnetsarc the
four returning starters: Mike Morgan
and Doug Meinen 94s and Doug
Cine and Scott Meech "95s.
Morgan was last year's starting
point guard and wQ once again quar-
terback the Scot offense ihis year. He
averaged 5A points per game and 22
as.li us per game.
"Mike Morgan b an outaandiEg
defender. He will defend ihe oppo-
nents point guard for us. Wearealso
looking to him for leadership," said
Moore.
Meinen adds a great deal of versa-tili- ty
aswen as leadership forWoocer.
He and Morgan wfll act as co-captai- ns
of this year squad. Meinen's
aopborncre year (199 1-1- 992) was his
best effort to date as he led the team in
irbciwdingarriatiSTa as wen as scor-
ing 1 L6 points per game.
Last year. Meinen injured both his
knee and ankle and was out for a good
portion of the season. When he eld
play, however, Meinen scored 8.7
points per game, pulled down 4.7
prflitfy per
.ht-- tod wtt second od
the team hi assists wia 33.
"Doog is in much better physical
condition than last year. We are also
looking for Doug to provide as will
son imp, we expect mm jo step up
tarns this year. He is moat dangerous
oCeasrverywhmhe'spenetraDcgwiij
ihe cKbble," said Moore.
Cine was the Scots' leading scorer
(112 ppg) and rebounder (7.5 rpg)
last season, sod la; wil be expected to
do snore of that this year. He is
considered one of the lop post-u- p
players in ae NCAC
"Doug win be counted on to step up
for ds even more this year. He is a
versatile player. He does a lot of
things on the court." Moore said.
Meech is yetanother venatiV. Sots
performer. Primarily apc plaver.be
can step out and consisently hit the
outside jump shoe He averaged 125
points and5J rebounds per game last
"Scott really came on defensively
in the second half last season. Right
now, he's stronger than be ever has
been." said Moore.
The fifth starter on this year's team
win be guard Craig Bradley 93.
Bradley is a tremendous outside
shooter. Last year, be hit on 44 of 82
thrte-poi- nt anrrnpts. good for third-be- st
in the nation. His 34 percent
fate-poi- nt proficiency ranks as the
best total forasingle season inWooster
history. Bradley averaged 7.1 points
per game and 22 rebounds per game.
"Craig has improved in all areas of
his game in the off-seaso-n," said
Moore. "He's playing beoer physi-
cally now."
Other returning leoerwinners are
Jason Zerger 93, Kris MaDarnee 93
and Jeff Hamilton 93.
Zerger is an important role-play-er
who comes off the bench and gives
" the Scots tough play under the boards.
He averaged 3JJ points and 14 re-
bounds per game.
"Jason has Improved his overall
aggressiveness. His playing time
could be greater this year," Moore
said.
MaQamee suffered a partial tear of
his medial cruciate ligament in his
knee on the first day of practice for
this season. He will be sidelined,
postibry returning forpracbec by next
week. MaDarnee, a guard with a
strong outside touch, is expected to
see important rninntes for the Scots
once again this season. Last year, he
averaged 4 points and 1 2 assists per
game. Both Zerger and Manamee
fkata NEWS SERVICES
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Post player Doog CUae 95 fcd the
rebounding last year.
saw action in all 23 Scots' games last
season.
Hamilton provided important
utes backing up Morgan at point guard
lafi season. He appeared in 20 games
last year.
"Jeff hefped us off the bench with
his leadership last year." said Moore.
This year. Hamilton will share the
point position with newcomer RoweQ
Fernandez "97. Another newcomer
for the Scots who may see some play-
ing time is 66" Greg Morris "97, a
post player.
The Scots open up tomorrow
evening at Wilmington. Wooster de-fea- ted
the Quakers twice last year by
scares of 93-6- 4 and 83-6- 8.
rllniirhjaafc(afc&erisrve
firepower. It wifl be a very tough
opener for us. They won four of their
last five home games hst year. Tbey
are typically lough at home," finished
Moore.
Overbreak.Woustet travels lo Pitts-
burgh for the Carnegie-Mell-on Invi-taoon- al.
The Scots win ptay Roanoke
(Va.) College in the first game, while
Carnegje-Mcllo- n takes on Grove Ory
(Pa.) m the other game.
.
ftott by NEWS SERVXES
Fighting Scots In scoring and
Did YouICnow?
Coach Moore has the highest
winning percentage of any '
coach in Wooster history at
.753(125-41- ).
Guard Jeff HamZtoa's father,
Bob Hamilton, was the head
coach ofWittenberg and the Na-
val Academy.
In the 93 years of Fighting Scot
basketball, only 24 times Tailed to
go .500 or better for the season.
During Coach Moore's tenure
as coach at Wooster, nine differ-
ent players have earned ad--
NCAC honors -
Wooster was reccsized as the
top defensiTe team in the country
fn 19SS-S-9 after leading the na-
tion in scoring defense and field
"goal percentage.
November 9X J993
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A look inside the Fighting Scots: player
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Mike Morgan
Class: Senior
Posiiton: Point Guard
Hometown: Barberton, OH
High School: Barberton HS
Major: Biology
What docs it mean to be a member
of the Fighting Scot basketball,
team? Pride in participating --on a'
team with winning traditions.
What do 70a expect from this year!
team? To advance in the NCAA
Tournament.
Whob your basketball idol? Danny
Ainge
Coach Moore: "Mike Morgan is an
outstanding defender. He will defend
the opponents' point guardfor us. We
are also looking to him for leade-
rship'
If heart and determination trans-latedintoheight,- Mike
Morgan would
be lOfeettalL
Last season, Morgan stepped into
the role ofstarting point guard for the
departed Erich Rtebe '92 and per-fann- ed
beyond all expectations. Of-
fensively, he ran the show, distribut-in-g
the ball to teammates and hitting
the open jornp shot. Defensively, he
proved even more valuable, setting
the lone by pressuring and harassing
the exponent's point guard with in-
spiring intensity.
Morgan's role will increase even
more this season, as he moves into the
rcteofteam captamatong with fellow
senior Doug Memea,
An accomplished student, Morgan
hopes to enter medical school after
finishing this year. He is a biology
major at Wooster.
ebtaintd from NEWS SERVICES
Craig Bradley
Class: Junior
Position: Off GuardWing
Hometown: Avon Lake, OH
V
Major: Psychology
What does it mean to be a member
of the Fighting Scot basketball
team? Competition and great team
unity.
What do you expect from this year's
team? Conferencechampionship and
national tournament participation.
Who is your basketball idol? Steve
Kerr, guard for tbe Chicago BuQs. "
Coach Moore: 'Crag has improved
in all areas of his game in the off-
season. He's playing better physi-caUyno- w."
Scot lam and opponents learned
one very important lesson during the
1992-9- 3 seasondon't ever count
Craig Bradley out After leaving the
team for personal reasons midway
through his first season, Bradley re-
turned last year to give the Scots a
boost when it needed it most
t
: With toffScrxs flccndering around --
the 300 mark early in the season,
Bradley was called upon to spark the
team with his outside shooting and
ballhandling ability.
Bradley's most important contnV-butk- xt
was his ability to hit the big
shot. In the semifinal game of the
NCAC Tournament against Allegh-
eny, Bradleyhita crucial three-point- er
to seal the Scots' third victory against
the Gators in as many games. In the
NCAC Championship game against
Kenyon, his off-balan-ce lay-u- p also
effectively ended tbe game and gave
Wooster a second conference title.
obtained from NEWS SERVICES
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Jeff Hamilton
Class: Junior
Position: Point Guard
Hometown: Worthington, OH
High School: Worthington HS
Major: History (minor in math)
What does it mean to be a member
of the Fighting. Scot basketball
, team?,' An opportunity, to, play at a
high level of competition.
What do you expect from this year's
team? Regular season conference
champs, tournament champs and a
trip to the Final Four.
Who is your basketbal idol? Craig
Bradley
Coach Moore: "Jeff helped us off the
bench with his leadership last year."
Jeff Hamilton's intensity and en-thusi- asm
make him a strongcandidate
to fill the back-u- p point guard slot for
Wooster this season, a role that he
held for the second half of 1992-9- 3.
Appearing in just three varsity con-
tests as a first-ye-ar student, Hamilton
increased his production last season,
appearing in 20 of Woosters 28 con-
tests. As a sophomore, be averaged
0.6 points per game and 13 assists.
As dedicated to the program as any
player in a Scot uniform, Hamilton
has proven to be a fiery competitioras
well as an intelligent one two quali-
ties mat are prerequisites to play for
Head Coach Steve Moore.
Hamilton's basketball knowledge
comes, in large part, from bis father
BobHamflton.whowasthehc8ricoach
at Wittenberg and the Naval Acad-
emy for many years. In fact.Bob was
Moore'sccach white Mc played at
Wittenberg.
obtainedfromNEWSSEKVICES
Jason Zerger
Class: Junior
Position: Forward
Hometown: Canton, OH
High School: GlenOak HS
. Majon Math (minor in education)
What does it mean to be a member
of the Fighting Scot basketball
team? Being a part of a 'Vinning
tradition.''
v What do you expect from this year's
team? Win the NCAC regular sea--
son and NCAC tournament champi-
onship. Make an NCAA Div. m
Final Four appearance.
Who b your basketball idol? tie:
Craig Bradley and Larry Bird
Coach Moore: "Jasonhas improved
his overall aggressiveness. His play-
ing time could be greater this year."
Consistency is the key for Jason
Zerger. .'
Zerger's raw basketball talent and
.
athletic ability have earned respect
,
among both teammates and oppo-
nents. ......
At 66", he has the ability to play
T physically and score in tbe post. But.
Zerger isalsoafine outside shooteras
well as being very quick and agile for
his size, giving him the ability toplay
on the perimeter.
Zerger spent much of his first sea-
son playing with the junior varsity
while dressing for varsity games. In
riis sophomore season.he appeared in .
all 28 varsity games, providing im-
portant minutes in the post.
Last year, Zerger showed a pen-
chant for the physical play needed to
compete with the North Coast Ath-
letic Conference's top post players.
Zerger is an excellent student.
obtained from NEWS SERVICES
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Scott Meech '95.
Scott Meech
Class: Junior
Position: Forward
Hometown: Cuyahoga Falls, OH
High School: Cuyahoga Falls HS
Coach Moore: "Scott really came on
defensively in the second halfof last
season. Right now, he's stronger
than he ever has been."
' " When Scott Meech'steps onto the
basketball floor, he is the epitome of
a College of Wooster basketball
player.
Intensity, competitiveness and de-
termination are Meech's most distin-guishingcfiaracteristic- s,and
they have
served him well in starting his first 57
collegiate games.
In his first year of college basket-
ball, he was named honorable men-
tion all-Nor- th Coast Athletic Confer-
ence.
Honorable mention NCAC was
again a postseason honor for Scott in
1992-9- 3.
Whether he is playing in thepost or
moving his game to the perimeter,
Meech has shown a versatility on the
floor that is rare. Despite a constant
diet of outside jump shots, Meech
currently stands behind only team-
mate Doug Oine in career field goal
percentage.
He is shooting a remarkable 58
percent from the field for his first two
seascrisarxl will Icioktoimprove upon
that this year.
Expectations are understandably
high this season.
Meech is also an outstanding stu-
dent and a strong contributor to the
College of Wooster community. He
isadean'slistsmdentmmathematics
as well as heading the Wooster chap-
teroftheFeOowshipof Christian Ath-
letes. " .rv.
Jason Zerger 95. obtained from NEWS SERVICES
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I Mother Earth plays music without boundaries
By MARCUS McGRAW
h will be uugesungporjc day hear
the labels flatare put on the 90s. Each
decade always carries such cSsun-fmiaMecharacteri- adct
that arc idea-tifie- d
after tinx has past. Muscat
significant part of a decade's label,
brraijic it is a rtptutijiabon of bow
people are immediately reacting to
the world around them. While this
varies between individuals, popular
colore chooses the mmicuns which
are fee roost effective in commun kat-io- g
areacnon featfee aoc&ence shares,
nwaic an instantaneous representa-tio- n
of fee world we experience, and
a visible port of fee label this decade
win one cay possess.
As fee 9Qi progress, we wimess fee
predictable change on fee throne of
Rock music. Groups Eke Pearl Jam,
Smashing Pumpiint, Nirvana and
Blind Melon, once considered ob-
scure, now dominate, rg"" fee
acceptance ofrock with so alternative
flavor. These predecessors have
cleared fee way for groups Eke I
Mother Earth, who can react k life
wife genuinely creative sausic feat is
powerful yet efficient, spontaneous
yet precise,pruimrpc yet acxfjting.
Each of fee twelve tracks off their
recent debut album, "Dig." contiao-cusf-y
mcrph from genre to genre,
combining fee sounds of grunge,
dsash, retro-po- p and drag rock. Yet,
what makes I Mother Earth unique is
feat feey strive to reach new musical
perimeters. Their music efiecrivefy
adds a varietyofdevices such as tr&al
cariniingandpsychedelicgnitarTifgs,
to fee manned ferash infected beat
feat commonly found in Rock mihit
today.
IMother Earth to originated feeir
sound in Toronto, but received Esle
ence or fee music critics. This lead
feem to search for success elsewhere,
which feey found m Los Angeles.
'Carlito's Way' is full
By MICHAEL DITTMAN
Al Pacino and Brian De Palma, the
team that brought "Scarface" to the
big screen in the early 8Qi have re-
united m 93 to bring as "Carliso's
Way." "Quito's Way" is full of lots
ofstyle but compromises a good story
with a plot that's spread too thinly
over loo many characters.
"Carliio'j Way," based on two nov-
els from Edwin Torres a former East
Harlem tough, now New York State
Supreme Court Justice, starts out
promisingly enough with a trippy se-
quence of Pacino being wheeled into
an emergency room. A voiced over
interior monologue begins here, later
to annoyingly crop up throughout the
movie. A sign that the dying Pacino
focuses on garishly advertises the
IMother Earth: Jagorl Tanna, Bruce Gordon, Christiaa Tanna,
Edwin.
marked wiihsnew contractwiihCapi-
tol Records. Ia a recent interview,
lead guitarist Jagori "Jag" Tanna,
reflected on fee band's struggle to
receive recognition, and the new life
rheyknrxkr their record label. He
stated signing a contract with a com-
pany like Capitol has not meant con-
forming to the ideas of fee company's
record producers, and feat I Mother
Earth still preserves their own abfliry
to create. While this may be true.
Caribbean with the slogan, "Come
VtsaParadise."Alittleheavy handed
but more symbolism youU get in say,
"Ernest Rides Again."
From there we're flashed back to a
courtroomwhere Carlito is being freed
from five years behind bars because
ofan illegal wiretap. Prison has taught
him many lessons, themost important
one being to stay clean on fee outside.
That's what the film is allabout really.
Carlito trying to stay clean and been
swept up into crime anyhow. Every-
thing he does crumbles in front of
him. He goes back to his oldNuyRican
neighborhood and instantly the street
thugs swarm on him asking him for
favors. He accompanies his cousin on
a smack deal only to watch the young
man die and having to bloody his own
hands again.
having their album "Dig" produced
by a name in fee industry like Mike
Clink, who has produced records for
such groups as Guns N Roses and
Megadeth, can only be considered aa
advantage when trying to sell their
album in fee musical crap shoot that
resulted from fee recent CD boom.
I Mother Earth begins the odyssey
of "Dig." with "Mothers," a light,
elegiac mstrumentaL which displays
the bands separate strengths, a guitar
of action, style and Pacino
All Carlito wants to do is save op
$70,000 and move to the Bahamas to
occn a car dealership. It's his dream
but be has a lot of obstacles to over-
come. There art
his old friends
who constantly "A fcCVOT COIX
try to either get OumabuJUt
rum oaca into
smack or back
into the slammer by means of wire-
taps. Trere's his old Oarne (Penelope
Arm Miller) a improbable dancing
artiste who's making ends meet by
working in topless joints. They make
an odd couple, this blonde dancer and
a dark chulo from EI Barrio, but by the
end you find yourself hoping that
everything will work out for them. It
doesn't, thanks mostly to Carlito's
lawyer.
with a balance of finesse and fury,
spontaneous drumming, and a com-
plex bass line. It is short lived and
leads into "Levitate," the band's first
power chord song and verse, matched
with insistent lyrics which although
unintelligible, nevertheless still pro-
voke an increase in intensity.
The third track off "Dig." "Rain
Will Fall," begins with rapid repeti-ticncimricategaitarch- crtb,
an appropriate introduction to the first
use of fee bands strong vocals, which
lead to fee band's surprises. In fee
midst of a gnarly guitar riff, an extra
percussionist is heard, providing bon-
gos to an already sufficient beat. The
extravagancecontQaes when fee gui-
tar breaks out of the songs mold, into
his own wab-wa-h pedal groovefest.
The lyrics are rirJighrfuIry ominous,
reflecting fee band's raging attitude
with images of Xhawing thunder
Dance naked and I feelso wiredIt's a
personal vocHkxVRnrKung through
my veinsLike blood."
"Ram WIQ FalL" is now appearing
as one of fee band's two videos off
"Dig." Tanna, when asked about
video production, emphasized the
frustration involved in making avideo.
"Basically, you spend a few days
making a fool out of youraelLJt's
now simpry a necessity of the music
industry." The video industry has
helped with the success ofsuch bands
as Blind Melon, who released their
album during fee summer of 1992,'
but didn't taste success tmtil a year
later when the video was widely aired
on MTV. Therefore, the success of I
Mother Earth might he m fee effect
their video has on MTVs audience.
Tanna was confident that fee child
prodigies of music criticism. Beavis
and Bunhead, would enjoy fee video.
He stated jokingly, "our director put
fire in the video for their pleasure."
It is not their raging music or video
representations that win that make I
Mother Earth distinct. It is rather fee
constant change in emotion that takes
In a career rejuvenating role, Sean
Perm, plays Carlito's lawyer and
friend. Perm exudes everything that
makes my skin crawl when I hear
about the fasci-
nation with the
kmyoufaster 70s. In a wide
t J.mm larvVrf antralIW M LKO. white man s
afro. Penn
snorts his way through this movie,
with more cocaine in sight than, well
than in the other PacinoDePalma
movie "Scarface." At the New York
City screening of "Carlito's Way"
there was talk about an Oscar nomi-
nation for Penn and in the movie it's
evident why. He shakes and blusters
his way through the movie trying to
be a major player until finally he asks
Carlito for a favor, a big favor. As
place throughout the album. There's
no doubt projected aggression domi-
nates the album, but their ability to
slip intotracklikelostMy America,"
with a distant santanaesque psychedeli-
c-guitar playing into a blues beat,
remains unmatched. Unfortunately,
the band does not hesitate to return
mid-trac- k to their metal roots, star-
tling fee listener just when feey are
beginning to relax, This transforma-
tion tends to be rercing. but most
likely reflects their live performances.
Tanna commented on I Mother
Earth's unusual live performances,
stating that more risk is taken live,
which includes accompanying their
music wifepcetry readings and aback
ground ofan artist creating a painting
onstage. In a recent appearance in
Cleveland, the band used actional
percussion to complete some of the
more exotic tunes, while also creating
spontaneously notes that were tight,
but too random to be rehearsed.
"When we're jamming live we don't
even know when orhow fee songs are
going to end. We just figure it out
when we get there," Tanna stated.
The blatant influences of I Mother
Earth are present throughout the al-
bum, but seep from such pieces as the
despondent "The Universe In You,"
which has a tint ofLedZeppelin, with
the resonant lyrics echoing Crosby,
SuHs. Nash. & Young. "So Gentry
We Go." reflects a steady lazy Sade
jazz beat.bcginning with whispering
voices, that ended up screaming once
the guitar is begins screeching in cel-
ebration of the tune turning
polyroythmic.
In the interview, Tarma refused to
put a category on I Mother Earth, --
preferring simply calling it rock mu-
sic. While "Dig" does faH under this
label, it also deviates from as previ-
ous definition, making an indication
that we are again in the midst of a
musical change, redefining musical
definitions, arid signaling yet another
new label, this decade will fall under.
Carlito says in one of the movie's best
one liners,"Afavor can kill you faster
than a bullet." And it does, albeit
indirectly.
The pure action ending was one of
the best parts, proving that when it
comes to adrenaline pumping scenes,
De Palma is still one of the best.
However because you already know
"The lastcf the MoRicans" isgoing to
die, it comes as a little bit of an anti-
climax, even thought the killer him-
self comes as a bit ofa surprise.
The acting was good, the gritty
New York scenery impeccable. I had
problems with some of the dizzying
cinematography, but it all added to
the lurid feeling of being out of con-
trol, that the team ofPacinoDe Palma
is so good at bringing across. Enjoy it.
It's good, not-so-cle- an mind candy.
Lust and deceit with ''A Little Night Music9
BY SUSAN WnTSTOCK
What do you get when you mix 19
acton and actresses, 30 musicians,
five directors, many crew members
and Freedlander Theatre? Answer
"A Little Night Music"
The departments of theatre and
music arepresenting themusical com-
edy "A Link Night Music" Novem-
ber 18, 19,20 and21 at 8: 15 p.m. The
music and lyrics are by Stephen
Sondheim and the book is by Hugh
Wheeler. The show is directed by
Kim Vaughn, with Jeffrey Lindberg
providing musical direction. Donna
Janusko vocal direction, Kim Tritt as
choreographer, and scenic design by
Dale Seeds.
The plot revolves around relation-
ships. According to Vaughn, "It ex-pkdiffererikirKbcfkTverel- anon-ships
and what people want out of
tove. Thesis fun of toveniangles-hraband.w- if
eand lover; grandmother,
mother and daughter; daughter,
mother and father, father, wife and
son. Three is an important number.
The music itself is variations ofwahz
themes." The show moves rather
quickly, as the different characters'
relation ships to one another are re-
vealed.
There isno one specific person who
can be labeled as the lead in this
musical. Vaughn. said, "It offers a
varietyofroles -
where there are
a lot of solo
singers. This
is an ensemble
show. It also
has a cast size
natural acting style, because the char-
acters are not caricatures. The per-form- ers
have had to think about being
the real ages of the their characters,
and go for the truth. And they're
- finding it in
"It explores different lands of
love relationships and what
people want out of love. The
play isfull oflove triangles"
that we at the
College can handle." There are many
solo songs in the show, several of the
strongest being sung by Chris Kelly
96 in the role of Fredrick and Matt
Williams 94 in the role of Count
Carl-Magn- us. The. songs by the
Liebeslieder singers (Justin Vann,
Erynn BelL Steve Wheeler, Sarah
King, Matt Vjuagi, and Kara KeDner)
were also particularly enjoyable,
OveralL trie show is verywell acted.
There is no problem understanding
the acton lines and they are very
adept at bringing out the comic as-
pects of the shows. Vaughn felt that
the students were responding well to
the show's acting and vocal chal-
lenges. He said, "It requires more
the show.
This pro-
duction is a
very visual
one. Framing
the stage are
six large
birch trees, three on each side, bend-
ing in toward the center. The stage
itself has several levels of platforms
built onto it. allowing for creative-stagin-g.
The costumes are striking,
particularly in the opening number
when thedark tuxes and dresses of the
Liebeslieder singers are mixed wim
the pure white costumes of the prin-
ciples in a waltz sequence. The open-
ing to the second act is also very
striking. Most ofthecast is positioned
behind a transparent black curtain in
various poses while the overture is
played, creating a very effective pic-
ture.
A unique aspect of fhe set is the use .
of four moving platforms operated by
a counterweight system. The plat-
forms move on and offwith the scene
changes. Wim this system, the furni-
ture, sometimes with the actors on it,
rolls right out onto the stage. This
eliminates the need for blackouts and
awkward scene changes while furni-
ture is carried on or off. In one scene,
these platforms were used for comic
effect as cars. The actors, sitting on
chairs, rode in on them, pretending to
drive. The only problem with the
platforms is that they tend to be a bit
noisy as they roll and they do not
always come to a smooth stop.
Auditions for the show were held
during the second week of Septem-
ber. Since then, rehearsals have been
held seven days a week with not allof
the acton at every rehearsal. Matt
Williams 94 said, "It's been a realis-
tic rehearsal schedule. We always
start right on time."
The orchestra received their music
on November 1st and met three times
before joining the cast for a couple of
rehearsals prior to production week.
It is made up of both student and
community members of the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra, chosen from
the top chairs.
Pafefe lie
Several of the cast members cited
the comraderie that occurred during
the production. Steve Wheeler 96
said,"I thinkthecasthasreaOyworked
together welL" Aaron Skrypski '97
said, "I thnk the most memorable part
of the show for me will be working
with all the people." Anne Overton
'97, partly due to the friendships she
made, said that, "I'm looking for-
ward to being involved in more
shows."
The cast members, besides those
already mentioned, are: Karen Louis
as Fredrika; Jen Anderson as Ma-
dame Armfeldt; Brian Kayla as Frid;
Brian Pollack as Henrik; Susan
McGowan as Anne; Anne Overton as
Petra; Elizabeth Staruch as Desiree;
Shannon Preece as Malla; Aaron
Skrypski as Remand; Meghan Davis
as Charlotte; and Heather
Mroczkowski as Osa.
TicketsforGalkgeofWoosterstu-dent-s
and staff are free. Outside of the
College, tickets cost $5, $230 for
students and $2 for senior citizens.
Theycanbeobtataedattheboxcffice
today from noon until 2 pjn. and 4--6
pjn. and on Saturday from 10 ajn. to
lpjn.
The Karamazovs bring 'Juggle and Hyde' to Wooster
ByZACH VEILLEUX,
.
It's hard ib describe some kinds of '
entertainment You can't really ex-pla- in
exactly what it is that the Frying
Kararnazov Brothers do. It's not ex-
actly ajuggling show, it's not exactly
a comedy troupe, and it's certainly
not a concert or a play. It's basically
justfour guys who get up on stage and
act silly for about two hours.
But it's hilarious.
The "brothers" are actually four
unrelated guys with reasonably nor-
mal names: Howard Patterson, Paul
Magid, Tim Furst and Sam Williams.
But on the stage they lose these iden-
tities to become four wacky jugglers
with names like Ivan, Fyodcr, Dmitri
andSmerdykov. And in "Juggle and
Hyde" they were in lop form.
"Juggle and Hyde" is the name of
the show, written and performed en-
tirely by the Karamazov Brothers,
who played at McGaw Chapel last
Sunday. It ispart ofwhat they refer so
as their "perpetual tour."
Tm not sure exactly what it is about
them that's soappealing. Yes, they're
very impressive jugglers, and yes,
Ihey haveavery entertaining actcom-ple- te
with jokes on any and every
level. But there's something about
them that just makes you like them.
Firstofall they'rchilarious. It's not
that they tell jokes you won't find
any "So a man walks into a bar"
They're not stand up comics and they
don't spend hours setting up jokes.
It's more of a delightful combination
of slapstick, sight gags, and improvi-sati- or
comedythatmakes them seem
quick-witte-d, good-humor- ed and
friendly. And then there's the bits of
iallythlruc about .'Tune is what
keeps everything from happening at
once" was my favorite. It's not polite
laughter they elicit, either, it's the
kind of humor that makes you out-
right guffaw.
They are also very impressive jug-gle- n.
They juggled a wide variety of
objects during the two hours they
were on the stage. They started sim-
ply, with normal juggling clubs. By
the end of the show they had juggled
knives, sickles, cardboard boxes, a
slinky, and a telephone. And then
they started doing other things while
theywerejuggling. They played music
whikjuggling, includingaBach num-
ber on the marimbaphone. They had
an entire juggling band with what
they called "back drums," a large
apparatus worn on the back, made of
electronic drum pads they hit with
their juggling clubs.
They worked their jokes, juggling
and other miscellaneous acts into a
unified show where the four charac-
ters search for an impossible trick.
They never found it Their search
took place in front of a wall of card-
boardboxes,notbecauseof theirmeta-phor-ic
or philosophical meaning, but
because "they were cheap."
Their most famous act, however, is
"The Gamble." In this event, audi-
ence members bring in objects and
challenge"the champ" (akjLlvan) to
juggle the three most popular ones to
a count of tea. Make it, and he gets a
standing ovation; drop them, and it's
a whipped cream pie in the face. The
rules are simple: objects must be
ZVtfXZ JOTHA3 MUor.f . -
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They juggle, they teO jokes, they make np Haikus and they throw sharp
Karamazov brothers. '
heavier than an ounce, lighter then ten
poundardriobiggerthanabreadbox.
Also, "the champ will not juggle any
live animals or anything which might
stop the champ from being a live
animaL" Dead fish,however, are fair
game.
"The Gamble" is the event that
people come away from the show
remembering and telling their friends
about On Sunday's performance,
the champ was successful in juggling
a telephone (with receiver), a slinky
(which he had to tangle up into a tight
ball), and a weighted ball that didn't
travel in predictable patterns. He was
J
provided by NEWS SERVICES
objects ateach other they are the
impressive.and won his standing ova-
tion fairly.
- Ifyou missed tteKaraircizov Broth-
ers Sunday, you missed a lot of fun.
They're unparalleled I can't think
of any kind of entertainment that's
quite the same. "Juggle and Hyde" is
definitely worth seeing.
1
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Indiana Stone: national ;band with campus ties
By ANNA K. VON UNWERTH
"It's really silly to fiat from the
beginning became it's all been the
same. It was a summer that held the
joys of life. A summer that saw the
end of the careless days, and the be-
ginning of - worse THE
STRUGGLE." Thus sratrs the inside
cover of "Struggle," the debet album
'of a band called Indiana Stone. And
indeed what a summer ij was for the
group's five members. While the
masses speaihesurnmcr earning their
keep and relaxing. Indiana Stone was
working their way down the road to
musical success.
It all started in 19S9 in Rochester,
New York, when three high school
buddies decided to form the new band.
These were vocalist Tarek Rahman,
drommer Doug Ross and the group's
keyboard player. Rich Maston "95,
who is currently a business econora-ic-s
major. Along the way they picked
up bassist Chris B urrows and guitarist
PaulHansen, faming the group's line-
up for the past year and a half. Be-
cause each of the band members is
attending a different school ranging --
from Ohio University to Vermont's
MkSSebury College, their serious
endeavon have thus far beenrestricted
to their summers in Rochester where
they have found a good reception
from dubs such as Milestones, their
major supporter.
J.l
Q
MWJftical I by INDIANA STONE
Musical sucess in the making: Indiana Stone.
This past summer, the group de-
cided that something needed to be
done, some step needed to be taken to
further their success. The first step
was to release a compact disc.
.
Ac-
cording to Maston, however, work--
fag wim a conirnercial
record producer can
cost tens of thousands
ofdollars. So instead,
with a hefty loan from
Rahman's brother and
a $30 government reg-
istration fee. Rich
Maston established his
own record label and
the group produced
to
Maston. the idea be-
hind the debut album is
that of a rock opera.
The album contains
pieces compiled for the
most part over the past
two years, although the
idea came into being
much earlier, about
three or four years ago.
PurchasersofrheCD
may havedifficulty fig-
uring this out, regrets
Maston, because at the
time of the recording
they could not afford to
prim the song lyrics on
the CD insert. Ifeven
tually they are picked up by a major
record label, and offered a contract,
they can then re-iss-ue the album with
the printed lyrics inserted so mat the
rock opera theme is more apparent.
Right now there are 1,000 copies of
November campus paperback bestsellers
1. TUsing Sun." by Michael Crichton
(Bananrrne,S&99). Industrial intrigue
and cultural stereotypes and differ-
ences between American and Japa-
nese rivals are confronted in this
month's best seller.
2. "The Way Things Ought To Be,"
by Rash Limbeugh (Pocket Star,
S6J0 No one handles controversial
issues better than the man with his
"talent on loan from God" that's
Rush Limbaugh.
3. "Seven Habits of Highly Effective
People," by Steven R. Covey
(Fireside $9.93). Guide to acheiving
your personal fulfillment and best
success in today's fast pace dog-eat-d- og
business world.
4. "The Days Are Just Packed." by
BillWanerson (Andrews AMcMeel,
$1195). More "Calvin and Hobbes"
cartoons from the perenial campus
favorite Bill Wanerson.
5. The Pelican Brief," by John
Grisham (Dell $6199). Law student
finds herself on the run from killers of
two Supreme Court justices, soon to
be a major motion picture starring
Julia Roberts and Denzel Washing-
ton.
6. "'Jurassic Park." by Michael
Crichton (Ballantine,Scl99).Atherne
park's cloned dinosaurs get out of
control, run amok and basically cre-
ate one bell of a mess.
7. "ATune to KiH," byJohn Grisham
(IslandDelL S5.99). Grisham's first
novel dealing with racial tension run-
ning high during a trial m a small
Southern town.
8. "The Age of Innocence," by Edith
Wharton (CoBierMacmil2an,S5.93).
An intimate view into a section of
New York Gry society life in the
turbulent eraofchange taking place in
the late 19th century.
9. "The Tale OfThe Body Thief.'' by
Anne Rice (Ballantine, $6.99). The
saga of the vampire Lestat continues
in this fourth installmentof the undead
saga.
10. "The Firm," by John Grisham.
(IsIandDeQ, $5.99). Novel that the
blockbuster film of the summer was
adapted from wherein a young lawyer
confronts the hidden workings of his
firm.
Compiled by The Chronicle
of Higher Education.
New and Recommended
"Days of Obligation," by Richard
Rodriguez (Penguin, SI 1.00). These
emotionally candid essays consider
the moral and spiritual landscapes of
Mexico and the United States, the
miraid multicultural differences and
their impact on his souL
"The American Almanac ofJobs and
Salaries" (Avon $17.00). This is the --
most essentia!reference for research
ers, job seekers, career counselors,
career changers and just about any-
one who is simply curious about who
gets paid how much fordoing what.
Selected by Suianna Staubach,
U Conn Co-o- p. Storrs, CT.
Pick of the month
"Don't Know Much About Geogra-
phy." by Kenneth C Davis (Avon,
$11.00). Everything you needed or
wanted to know about your world but
never learned or were afraid to ask. A
fascinating, breathtaking and hilari-o- us
grand tourof this our planet Earth.
This month's pick has received noth-
ing but stellar reviews from different
newspapers across the nation.
TlayfuLDavis pumps life into the
subject His book will go a long way
in helping people to answer that ex-
tremely simple, important question,
"Where am 17" Chicago Tribune
"Every bit as irreverent, stimulating,
humorous and informative as its pre-
decessor. This rime Davis has fo-
cused his research, erudition and laser
wit on world geography he succeeds
admirably." --Orlando Sentinel
"Davis offers hope to the 'Geographi-
cally Ignorant, combining his sense
ofhumor with his knowledge to show
the way." San Antonio
the CD "Struggle" in print Approxi-
mately 100 were distributed by Indi-
ana Stone to commercial record la-
bels nationwide. The others arebeing
sold in Rochester, New York record
stores, through national chains such
as Kid's Place, various other record
stores, and individually by the band
members for $10. Certain songs are
also in rotation atWCWSaswellas
the college radio stations of the other
band member's borne univerisues.
Maston warns that "listeners
should not expect the album to live up
to the same standards as Pearl Jam's
first album because theirs was pro-
duced under a $30,000 record label
whereas ours was produced for
$3,000." In addition Pearl Jam pro-
duced other albums beforehand with
the groups Green River and Mother
Love Bone. ; r
Though hesitant to classify their
style of music. Rich Maston did say
that he listens to the Black Crowes
and RJLM., while guitarist Paul
Hansen b influenced by Stevie Ray
Vaughan and Eric Clapton.
Traces ofa wide variety of music
can be heard in their music. Their
opening track. "Before the Fall," not
surprisingly, has an upbeat Black
Crowes sound with Michael Stipe
style vocals. Though this music can't
be considered funk, it was in several
points reminiscent of the Spin Doc-
tors. In' anaher; more lyrical track
"Within," however, thevocalist sports
much of the vocal style ofPeari Jam's
Eddie Vedder with a smattering of
Eric Clapton and David Crosby (dur-
ing his Verve years). These two songs
are interlaced with an eclectic variety
of other songs, such as the bluesy
"Stop Right Here," which is reminis-
cent of a more New Orleans style.
In all fairness to Indiana Stone,
however, they have a refreshingly
heterogeneous and unique sound of
their own. Rahman has an impecca-
bly clear tone and sensitive style. In
addition, the musical arrangements
are melodic and performed meticu-
lously.
With most of the band members so
far into school, with the exception of
Paul Hansen, who is a first-ye-ar stu-- --
dent, none of mem are willing to take
' time off just yet Their plans do
include, however, taking time offdur-
ing the summer "to go all out" says
Maston. They are entertaining the
possibility of venturing down to Ath-
ens, Georgia, home of RiLM and
The B-5- 2's, to try their luck.
In the meantime, they will continue
to play at clubs in the Rochester area
over Christmas, and are scheduled to
play here on campus in January, as
well as an engagement at Ohio
University's campus club, "The Dug-
out" What the future holds for Indi-
ana Stone is difficult to say, but to be
sure, their debut album is superb.
17 Relics at The Underground
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Mystic Connecticut natives 17 Relics bring their soul rock sound to
The Underground Nov. 20 from 10 pun. - 2 sun. Admission is JS.y
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Luso House continues poetry tradition
By MICHAEL DITTMAN
Spoken wirJpetfbrmances areone
of this nation's hottest trends tight
now. Hip socialites in baggy jeans
and sock caps congregate at places
like New York City's former
aackhouse, now Alphabet City land-
mark. The NuyRican Poetry Cafe.
There they listen to young poets go
head to head in audience scored po-
etry "slams." This summer, me ba-
rometer ofpop culture, MTV, had a
half hour spoken word edition of
"Unplugged," featuring the
NuyRican artists like Maggie Estep
and Edwin Torres. .
Former hardcore rock god Henry
Rollins, who also showed up at the
"Unplugged" edition to read, re-
leased not one but two spoked word
discs last year, albeit with tacky Iron
Maiden lcok--lik-e graphics. Faux
beatnik Max Blagg. between read-
ings at Chicago's Green Door and
New Yotk'sFez.parfaycd Venation's
interest in spoken word into a Gap
commercial, "Jeans fit butt so wear
mem," and numerous magazine ar-
ticles. The last time spoken word was
so popular, Eisenhower was in office,
bongos were a gas and Jack Kerouac
and Neal Cassidy had justcome back
from being "On the Road." ,
Wooster is way ahead of the rest of
the nation in spoken word though.
For years now, Luso House has spon-
sored poetry readings at a variety of
places, from the smoky Boho atmo-
sphere of what was the Pine Street
Cafe and is now The Shack, to this
year's readings at Troyer House or
Luce Hall's formal lounge or wher-
ever else the lOor so people involved
m the readings decide they want togo.
They read whatever they want At
any one reading you can hear every-
thing from already published works
like, "the story of Kevin the boy
orphan and the wild Dada ducks." to
Samuel Beckett monologues, to origi-n-al
works of both poetry and prose.
SMI
Nightmare Before
Christmas PG
1:30, 3:30, 550, 750,
950
Flesh and Bone R
1:10, 4:00,7:00, 955
Rudy-P-G
1:00, 32a 5:40, 8:00,
1020
Robocop3PG-1- 3
1:10,325,5:55,8:10,
1020
Look Who's tatting
Now-PG-
-13
1:15,325,555,7:40,
l&OO
m
Addams Family Values
PG-1- 3
120,355,5:45,755, :
10.O5 "
Age ofInnocence PG
1:00, 4:15, 7:10, 950
Man's Best Friend R
1:05,320,525,725,9:45
Ernest Rides Again PG
125,3:40,550,8.05,
10:10
CarUto'sWay-
-R
1:05, 405,700, 955
Sneak Preview:
Mrs. DoubtfirePG-1-3
Saturday, Nov. 20,7:40
All shows before 6pjn. S325, all other shows $5.
4108 Burbank Road, Wooster (216)345-875- 5
The Wayne Centerfor theArts
presents the
St Lawrence String Quartet
Sunday, November 21, 1993
300p.m.
Featuring the music of
Bartok
Beethoven
Schumann
General Admission $750
StudentslSeniors$6D0
Everything and everyone gets its turn
at the Luso House readings! They
also hone their craft, doing "paste-
up" writing exercises, where a piece
of Wank paper is passed around, the
participants write a sentence, then the
paper is cut up and put together in a
different order to make a story. Other
times a photograph is passed around
and everyone writes a narrative about
what they see. It's grunt work like this
that sharpens their literary edges and
makes them better writers. .
The Luso readings are a good place
for young poets to meet other like
minded students and form a commu-
nity. The group meets every Friday at
4:30 pjn. at varied locations; the best
bet for finding it is either going to
Troyer House or looking for a sign or
getting in touch with Noah Phipps
'95, the unofficial organizer of the
meetings. Anyone is welcome to
come, either to read, critique or just
listen and get a taste of cat courant
culture in Wooster.
t .- - vPageU
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19
Fun Flicks return. From 6 pjn. - midnight in Lowry Lounge, make
your own music video complete with props, backdrop, and new songs
added to the roster! Bring your friends and do a group number or go solo.
You get to keep a copy of your video so you can remember it for years
tO COme. 1 ,"' V-i- "
Red Pin Special Win free games from 9 pjn. -- 1 1 pjn. in Scot Lanes.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20
Ping Pong tournament begins. 1 pjn., multipurpose gymnasium of
the PEC. Sign up in Scot Lanes before it's too late.
Film: "Damage," 7:30 pjn. and 10 pjn., Mateer, $1. Peter Travers
from "Rolling Stone" describes it as "Fiercely erotic. Puts a touchingly
human face on sexual obsession." You'll meet Jeremy Irons who has
everything wealth, an elegant wife, two loving children, and a prom-
ising career but he wants more. Namely, his son's mysterious fiancee.
Band: 17 Relics. The Underground, 10pjn.-2ajn.,$.7- 5. This soul
rock band from Mystic, Conneticut, comes back to Wooster for their
second visit Their music is described as seasoning RJEJVL with a touch
of the Silos. Don't miss this one!
(Upcoming week in entertainment
Nov. 19
Ringling Bros, and Barum and
Bailey Circus
Through Nov. 21
7JO pjn.
Coliseum
Tn Dependence" 7
Through Nov. 21
Theatre Kent, Kent State Univ.
Ohio Ballet
Through Nov. 20
State Theatre
Madame Butterfly (Cleveland
Opera)
Through Nov. 21
State Theatre
Apollo's Fire, 8 pjn. --
Church of the Saviour
TbeDybbuk
Through Dec. 5
"Cleveland Public Theatre
Paul Westerberg, 8 pjn.
Agora Theatre
"A Little Night Music-Throu- gh
Nov. 21, 8:15 pjn.
Freedlander Theatre
Nov-
-
20
The Art of William Sommer
Through Jan. 9
Akron Art Museum
56th Area Artists' Annual
Through Nov. 24
Butler Institute of American Art
The Little Mermaid, 230 pjn.
EJ. Thomas
Rick Stone Quintet
(Northeast Ohio Jazz Society)
8 pjn.
Tri-- C Main Stage Theater
Bruce Homsby, 8 pjn.
Music Hall
J Noy. 21 - v'X
Canton Symphony Orchestra
Through Nov. 22
UmstattdHall
St Lawrence String Quartet, 3 pjn.
Wayne Center for the Arts
Apollo's Fire, 4 pjn.
Church for the Saviour
Meatloaf, 7:30 pjn.
Convocation Center
Nov. 23 ,
"The Lion in Winter"
Through Jan. 2
Cleveland Play House
Dawn Upshaw, 8 pjn.
EJ. Thomas
INXS, 7:30 pjn.
I-- X Center
Nov. 24
Splendid Variety: 18th-centur- y
Art in Japan
Through March 6
Cleveland Museum of Ait .
The Phantom
Through Jan.16
Carousel
Nov. 25
"You Can't Take It With You"
Through Dec. 19
Weathervane
Community Playhouse
Plan Abead--
Cypress HilL Nov. 27, 8 p m..
Agora Theatre -
Kenny Rogers, 4 pjn. and 8 pjn
Nov. 27; 3 pjn. and 7 pjn., Nov.
28, State Theatre
A Christmas Carol, Dec. 1-- 26,
Great Lakes Theatre Festival,
Ohio Theatre
ToddRundgren Dec. 12, 7:30p jn.
Gray's Amory
Butthole Surfers, The Mighty
Mighty Bosstones, Dec 8,730pjn.
Agora Theatre
Cartoon Festival Dec. 5, 7:30 pjn.
Mateer Auditorium
"Dancing at Lughnasa" Dec. 10,
8:15 p.m.
Shoolroy Theatre
Douglass Hall Fireside Chats
The Douglass Hall Fireside Chats student-facult-y discussion series will resume on
Monday, Nov. 22. when Lisa Lewis of the Department of English presents
The Writerly Eye: Visualization and Invention in the Writing Process."
On Tuesday, Nov. 30, Charles Kammer of the Department of Religious Studies
will present "Is Health Care a Right? Moral Perspectives on the Clinton Health Plan."
Both will take place from 7 pjn. to 9 pjn. in the Douglass Lounge;
hot cider, coffee, and shortbread will be served.
The series is sponsored by Douglass Hall and office of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs.
, . All members ofthe campus community are welcome.
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Groyn
By DIANE BURTCH
lids past weekend die Wooster
men's and women's swim teams
clearedup in meets against MlUnion
on Friday and Wittenberg on Satur-
day afternoon. The meets began with
the men s and women s teams high- -
with victory.
For the men, Wooster defeated
Mount Union by a score of 138-8- 5.
The Scots dominated from the first
race with Wooster's A team winning
the 200-yar- d medley relay. Co-capta- in
Mark Groynorn94 won both the
500 and 1,000-yar- d freestyle and
Derek Longbrake '96 captured first
place in the 200-ya-rf individual med-
ley and the 200-yar- d butterfly. Also
capturing wins for Wooster were
Andrew Wunderiey 97 in the 200-yar- d
freestyle, Matt Kacenga "97 in
the 200-yar- d backstroke and Eric
Haschke 97 diving off the 3-me- ter
board. Tim Konnert 6 was victory.
J In 5aturday'Sjoet,: Wooster - yardfreestyleihtelSO-yar- d freestyteledtion.H
claim& --162 points fitWittenberg ' and the.2pjyrd individual medley, Jtorious pnjhetiirieter botei;$
74, taking every freestyle rape.- - Kri" 'respectively, vln.me 1-m- eter diving i '' Head crhKcJthBecl was im--
aJMar.W and Wunderlcy each won competidoniinlfclsteinwasthe. pressed with Vse early overalf Jgvel ,
rwolriesrylrrapefc atniipmiT'S
20Q-ya-rd "and SOyarfcfireestYle' took theUiXyaid nsesiy&'jjthey'ha
energy, frenzied cheers and ended --' events and Wuoey.tyard
and 100-yar- d freesryle races. Other
winners in Saturday's meet were Paul
Caviglia95inthe 100-yardfreesty- lef
Longbrake m the 2d0-yar- d butterfly,".
Haschke diving offthe 1 --meter board,
and the Wooster A team.in Ihe 400-yar- d
freestyle relay.
The women's teamalso dominated,
.' winning the meet with Mount UnJ6nv:
byascoreof 135:79. Ixadingfffh?
Lady Scots victorious meet were the
'Wooster A and B relay teams which
captured the first two places in the
.
200-yar- d medley relay. Using this'
momentum, Carolyn Knox 97 won
the 1,000-yar- d freestyle, and Debbie
The Wooster Voice Sports Page 15
gerifeadAe-Scofel- o victory
Jfia$ 96. Peggy'Seale '96 andJen - ';20yardba
Karen Btehmueller '97 the 500-yanFvi)ress- ed with the "teaiir wit'for
freestyle, and co-capta- in Liz Bugbee their first conference meet so early in
'94 the 200-yar- d breaststroke.? .: "the season.. .- - - ,-- ;ri
The Lady Scots took every eventin According tojBlckett, the team still
the competition win Wittenberg on needs a "significant amount of work
Saturday, winning 145-- 7 l.Behringer A en the technical" aspects , of their
lead the team winning first die 200-- events, and they are going to work on
yard freestyle and later the 200-yar- d that and on getting faster in the weeks
butterfly. Other victors included the ' to come. At this point he does not
Wooster A relay team in the 400-yar- d
medley relay, Carrie Sergi "97 in the
.
1 jOOO-ya- rd freestyle, HeatherG leason
: 96 in the 50-ya-rd freestyle, and King
in the 200-yar- d individual medley.
SchneU swam to a first place finish in
the 100-yar- d freestyle, Teale in the
want to make any predictions for the
' rest of the season, but is hopeful the
wining will continue.
' The Fighting Scots and the Lady
Scots have their next meets today and
tomorrow when they compete at the
Allegheny Invitational.
ScotNotes
Fighting Septs: ; ,
iNCAC: Relays: 6th V?".
Wooster 162, Ml Union 74
Wooster 162, Wittenberg 74
Lady Scots:
NCAC Relays: 4th
Wooster 135, Ml Union 79
Wooster 145, Wittenberg 71
Upcoming meets:
1 11 9-2-0- Allegheny Invitational
1 23-- 4 DePauw Invitational
1 23-- 4 Wooster Diving Invite
Both (f these
butourefflmes with programs you can actualtyuse.
t - , --- r8
Cable TV. 65 channels aj 'reruns, game iota and soap operas.
r 1
vu r i -
Jie Apple" Macintosh LC520
now comes with san incmbbfy useful programs. What'a package.
Now, when you choose a qualifying Macintosh or PowerBook a combined SRPof $596) And, when you qualify for the new Apple
computer, you'll not only get Applet new, lower prices. You'll also Computer Loan, the entire package shown here costs about $30fa
get seven popular software programs included for the same tow month. So, for high-quali- ty programming, turn on a Macintosh
price. Hiese programs wiUlyainianage your finances, sched-- or PowerBook. It does more. It costs less. ItS that simple. 0
ule your time and entertain pur friends (the software alone has I 1 fv
Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.
For further information contact The Computer Sales Office
201 Taylor Hall, x2252
it imu cr i. m. ,t ,1 ir c VI c
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Almond ushers in a
NEWSSERVICES
A brartf new era has dawned for the
College ofWoosxer women's basket-
ball team and with it cooes new faces
andtnewamajde.
The meat significant change b at
the lop where Carol Almond replaces
Chris Hart as bead coach. Hartdi-reae- d
the Lady Scots' ptogmu for
seven years doing which she cco
pDed an impressive 104-7- 3 record.
Almond, a farmer standout at Ap-
palachian State, from 1975-7- 9, be-
comes only ihe third coach in the
history of women's hasarthall at
Wooster, bat she will face a number
of challenges in her first season as
head coach.
Nine leoerwinners have either
graduated or left the icam since the
end of last season. Included in that
group are former starters Tammy
Berger "93 and LaSonya Crawl "93,
who grai'i artnl after great careers.
Berger, who averaged &5 points
and 3.5 rrhounds as a senior, finished
as one of the lop female athletes in
schoolhistory, earmsll-cctiferenc- e
honors in soccer hriLrrtwll and track.
CrawL who led the team in scoring
(133 points per game) and reboend-in-g
(1 L4 per game) last season, fin-
ished her basketball career as one of
the Lady Scots' all-ti- me leading
lebounders and scorers.
la addition, Lisa Cabot 93,avala-abl- e
player off the bench, graduated
as well, bat --he is back as an assistant
coach this season.
Also notretaming are former start-e- n
Bridget Smooc and CatinaTaylor,
boa of whom transferred, as well as
Julie Paolano, who transferred de-sp-iie
seeing oonsidcrarjk playing time.
Smoot, who would have been a
senior, averaged 9.6 points and &6
rebounds lastyear, whileTay lor,who
would have been a sophomore, aver-
aged 12 points and 7.7 rebounds as a
first-yea- r.
Paolano, who would have been a
sophomore, averaged fourpoints and
L5 assists a year ago.
Bat that's not all, Aimee Petroshus
94. Allison Kghtshoe 95 and Sara
Montie 96 have chosen not to play
this year. Petroshus, a two-ye- ar
leoerwiuuer and the team's only se-ni-or.
averaged 2A points and 20 re-
bounds per oaring last season, while
Montie and Hightshoe averaged 3.0
Sports Challenge
Wales bcocmIomI sports tm(MLB, NBA. NFL, NHL) km tte
kfehtat wtaaJaf pereeatan laca
13707
fmlmn if Smm m 4n. TheJUwt
ftrmm m mM dm Verne efrel23
-
I,
- V
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Jennifer Miner ?5.
and L2 points per game, respectively --
last year.
It all adds up to starting from scratch
for Almond and the Lady Scots. Just
seven letxerwinrjers return io this year's
team, but only three played in more
than half of the games.
, .
Leading the way is Sozy Sipes "96,
the lone lemming stance A point
guard, Sipes had an outstanding first
year at Wooster, starting an 24 games
and averaging 62 points and 2.7 re-
bounds per game while finishing sec-
ond on the team wfch 61 assists. Her
18 three-poi-nt field goals was the
team's best and the highest total ever
for a single season. Sipes win be
counted on this year as an. important
leader, despite being m only her sec-
ond season at Wooster.
Christy Antle 95 win be the Lady
Scots main inside scoring threat.
Antk rJayed ineveryganx asasopho-mor- e
in a back-u- p role for Taylor and
Crawl, and this season she win be
relied on heavily lo increase her scor-
ing and rebounding numbers, which
stood at 3.4 points and 33 rebounds
per game last season.
Another keyplayer win be Jennifer
Miller "95, who adds experience as
wen as depth. Miller averaged 22
points and 03 rebounds in 16 games
forWooster lastseasoa Joining Miller
is Amy Emmons 95, who averaged
2A points and 23 rebounds per game
last season.
Rounding out the list of returnees
are post players Ted Ta&man 95 and
The
men's basketball:
Saturday Wilmington (A) 7JO
Nov. 26-2-7 Camegie-MeD-oa
Tournament CA) 6V&00
Dec 1 Ashland (H) 730
Dec 4 Winenberg (A) 3.00
Dec 7-r- Case Reserve (A) 730
new era at
Jan Thompson 96 and guard Shorten
Hejazi 96. Tillman averaged two
points per game;Thompson averaged
23 points per game; and Hejazi aver-
aged 13 points per game.
Wuh all of the transition, several
newcomers may get a chance lo con-tribu- te
early in their career. Leading
the way are guards Susan Eubanks.
Kim Harris and Carrie Headrick97s.
"We realize that we have a lot of
work todo this season, said Almond.
"We have a team that is very young
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Point guard Suzy Sipes 96, the lone returning starter from last year's
team, has been named a co-capt-ain of this year's Lady Scot basketball
squad. Sipes has beea called npoa to lead a group of young,
Inexperienced team. The Lady Scots have produced a winning team
the past five seasons.
upcoming week in Sports:
women's basketball;
SaL-Su- n. Trinity (Tx) Tourney
(A) 10
Nov. 30 Defiance (H) 730
Dec 3--4 Bluffton Tourney (A)
68.-0-0 and 13:00
Dec 7 Case Reserve CA) 730 .
. . J. ' : 4.'t. ..... r
Wooster
and very inexperienced. Our goal
win be io take one step at a time and
develop both individually and as a
team throughout the season. We need
io be patient and realize that things
will not happen for us overnight.
"Iam looking forward to the oppor
tunity to compete in the North Coast
AthletKUmference, added Almond.
"I know there are many fine teams in
the NCAC, and it will be a real chal-
lenge to match up with them and to
see what we can do."
swimming and divine
Today and Sac. Allegheny Invit.
(A) coX) and 11.-0-0
Dec 3--4 DepauwInvit(A)
11:00
Dec 3--4 Wooster Diving
. ... -- .Invjf.(H) 51:00
Scots compete
inregionals
By PAUL KINNEY
ANDREW RODGERS
Last Saturday, the men's and
women's cross country teams made
the cm of their season finale at the
NCAA Division IH regkxials at John
Canon, despite the muddy course
conditions and high winds that ranged
between 15 and 20 mph. The men
finished seventhoutof25 teams,while
the women placed eighth out of 18
teams, with Emily Moorefield 96
qualifying for nationals.
The men's team was led by Alex
Dawe's 94 22nd place finish in 27:17,
with Wheeler Spaulding 94 close
behind in 28th with a time of 27:27.
David Stouffer 94 and Paul Kinney
95 were Woosters next two finish-
ers, taking 52nd and 53rd respec-
tively, while Willie Drexkr '97
rounded outWooster' s top five scor- -
ers with a 72nd-plac- e finish. Adam
Myers 4 and Philippe Kozub V7
alio competed for the Fighting Scots,
finishing 85 th and 93rd respectively.
"Ihemenputiogethera verystrong,
solid team performance," said bead
coach Dennis Rice. "Our goal of
coming;into the meet was to finish in
the top 10. We got a tot of respect
from the other teams in our region."
The women were ledbyMoorefield,
who finished fifth overall with a time
of 19:05. "Emiryran an outstanding
race," said Rice. "Next weekend,
shell go up against the best Division
HI runners in the nation."
Michelle, Prnle '97 was Wnoster!
next finisher, placing 34th. Adrienne
Viedenburg 96 (58th) led a trio of
Wooster finishers, including Molly
Metz 97 at 59th and Sandy Clark 94
in 60th. Also competing for the Lady
Scots was Julie Heck '97 who fin-
ished in 73rd. Co-capta- in S usan Rob
erts was 76th.
"Both the men and the women had
very good seasons this year," said
Rice.
"The key lo this season was each
team's great attitude toward running.
Both groups have been a pleasure to
coach."
In the men's race, Jeremy Wright
ofWabash College was the individual
winner, while Renea Bluekamp from
Calvin College was the individual
women's race winner.
The men's and women's team tides
were bom won by Calvin.
Quote ofthe week
"We're going to check kU
percentage of body fat. I bop
somewhat ta there la a muck."
Hoy Williams, head coach of
Kansas , talking about Greg
Ostertag, who reported lopractice
JJ-2-0 pounds overweight.
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